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Chapter 1 introduces the subject and else deals with th© 

aecansoaation of the equipment.

In Chapter 2 is presented a general discussion of Cockcroft» 

Walton H.T. generators, folloed by the design adopted for the 

3 stage 600 kV• generator and the details of the single stage 

200 kV. set now in operation*  Ripple axaplitude is 200 volts/md. 

and vol cage drop 5.5 kV/mA.

The accelerator tube described in Chapter 3 1b of locally nude 

porcelain sections with spun aluminium electrodes. Ihrougli the 

use of 0 ring seals, the tube is easily di Burnt led and reassembled 

and haB always proved quite vacuum tight.

Electrostatic focussing forms the subject of Chapter 4.

It is S; wn that space charge divergence of the beam at the ion 

source exit cannot be ignored and compensating provision is 

necessary. The combined focussing ropertics of the lens 

adopted and the accelerator tube permit satisfactory focussing 

over a wide range of accelerating potentials. Nearly all the beam 

leaving the ion source reaches the base of the tube.

In Chapter 5 the advantages of Thoncmann type r.f. ion 

sources are diccuused briefly and design detaiJs of the present 

8ourco and its gas supply system ore given.

Chapter 6 deals with the performance of the accelerator 

tube and ion source. Various auxiliary apparatus is described



e.g. the 9G° ole ctro-magnct. Pi elit intry work indicated the

need for improvement in electrode alignment and reduction of

the retrograde electron current. Eventually hydrogen and

deuterium ion beams of 1.4 mA and 800^ A respectively were ob

tainable with monatomic ion fractions exceeding 85^. Also

discussed here is the use of the analysing nngnet to determine

the boom energy) a conversion factor was found nuking use of

the resonance at 162.8 keV.

Discussion of the vacuum system is postponed till Chapter 7,

because knowledge of its det ills is not necessary for the

reader to follow the material of the previous chapters.

Comp risen of the calculi ted and measured pressures shows the

desirability of refrigeration. A conventional triode gauge

and a Philips cold-oathooe ionisation gauge are fitted to the

system, the latter being far more convenient for everyday use.

A satisfactory systet! of leak detection has teen developed.

Chapter 8 is a isLsceUaneous collection of ideas for future

operation iiich it is hoped will be o value to those concerned.

The m:dLn sectione deal with the insulating properties of V-belts

which will probably be used to drive the rectifier filament

generators, regulation of the H.T. of the 6C0 kV set to within

G.1X*  further accelcr tor tube modi fleet ions, end the use of

field shaping to allow the resolvln; magnet to give a focussed

beam at the targe*.  itself.

In Chapter 9 sons possible angular distribution and

correlation cstperimencs are discussed which would help resolve



some uncertainties concerning th© l2c*  states ariAng «tenI
protons bombard ^B. Preliminary work has begun on th© develop

ment of thin boron targets and of a scintillation detector for 

gammas which will enable selection of the desired component from 

the three present whose energies uro approximately 4*  12, 16 1'oV.

Another experiment is described in Chapter 10 dealing with 

an investigation of the ground state of 5IIe by study of the angular 

distribution of the neutrons produced in the breakup of this 

nucleus when it is ferns d in the reaction, 7Ld.(d;<x) ^lo. Tests 

on the neutron scintillation counter for this work were sudo using 

the d-d reaction. At the tian of writing, the apparatus for 

th© complete experiment is nearly ready| should eny results

bo available in time they will be included in the thesis as a 

loose-leafed appendix.

Finally, three appendices are presented, th© first coaling with 

the calculation of voltage drop in Cockcroft-Jal ton sets where 

tube drop and sera© other factors can be l&iored) the result is 

slightly different from bob* previously published. In tho secund, 

details of the ion cuurco supplies uro given while the whil'd is 

concorood mainly with the construction of an X-ruy monitor for use 

in the acceUratorlAboratory and elsewhere.



PARI*  I* DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION AND PERFU lliANCE CF ACCELERATOR



Early in 1947 it was decided at Auckland University College 

to embark upon the construction of a low energy particle 

accelerator for protons and deuterons, which was to be eventually 

capable of operation at a nominal voltage of 600 kV. It was 

realised that this would fill a need in nuclear physics teaching 

undresearch in tide country, which at that time possessed no 

such equipment.

The accelerator was in general to folow the well established 

design principles but the project had as far sb passible to 

depend on the resources of N.Z. industry ana the Lepartnsnt of 

JPhyslcs workshop for the construction of both the conventional 

and special components required.

The room available to house the apparatus was of floor urea 

25*  x 21*  and the existing ceiling height of 12*  was increasod 

to about 17*  by removing the wooden floor and replacing it by a 

concrete slab 5*  lo er, thus providing sufficient vertical 

clearance for those parts at high potential. A brick wall 6*6"  

high for most of its length was built right aero-s the room, 

with a 4“ thick reinforced concrete roof to the nearer wall, thus 

forming a control room where the experimenters are screened from 

the H.T. and suicided from X-rays produced in the accelerator 

tube and H.T. rectifiers.

Jig. 1 shows the arrangement of the equipment as it is now 

operating at 200 kV. hen extended to 600 kV, Lhe placeixnt ill
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be Mib stanti ally the same, although each stack will be made higher 

by the addition of further components or insulation.



Fig. 2 Cockcroft-Wai ton Circuit Fig.3 Ripple & Voltage Drop
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CHAF1LR 21 TH. HIGH VOL'nXgJ EwUIHEMT.

^ckcroft? .ulton I_UT, generator».

At the time of the writer*»  first association with th» 

project, it had already b-en decided to use a Cockcroft-Galton 

voltage multiplier for proauction of the required 600 kV. This 

circuit, (Fig. 2) which has been widely used during the last 

twenty years in applications requiring up to about 1 million 

volts, was first described by Grcinacher in 1921, but was later 

developed by Cockcroft and walton (Co 32) in Englund and by 

Bouwers (Bo 37) in Holland, indei>endontly of each other and 

Greinucher. Its characteristics, which have boen fully dis» 

cuused (Bo 37, Co 32, LU 45), will now be summarised.

Dtoady st -te opw tion without load.

Output voltage V ■ 2nE

where K • transformer secondary peak voltage

n • number of stages, each consisting of

2 rectifiers and 2 condensers.

All rectifiers oust withstand a peak inverse voltage 2E. 

All condensers must withstand 2E eave C^ (Fig. 2) which is 

charged only to E.

Gener .tux- on load. A couplets analysis (e.g. LU 45) is not 

usually necessary since provided n is not too large, the 

ripple 6 V nd voltage drop AV (Fig. 3) may be calculated 

approximately.



V s

Thue»

V ■

where 1 ■ load <u rent taken from output terminal

f • supply frequency.

It is evi ent from the form of these expressione that some 

factors which affect <5 V and 4 V vis. tube drop, transformer 

resistance and leakage reactance, and diunt capacity of rectifiers 

have been ignored. In addition tlie generator load is assumed snail 

enough for the load current, i, to be reg .rued us constant. If 

all condensers have capacity C, then

In this particular case it cm further be uho n by different

iating the equation V « 2nE - AV, th t an optimum value of n

exists of approximately

It is dear that the generator performance will be improved

by the use of a high supply frequency and by placing the highest 

capacity condensers at the bottom of the two atacks.
f

Derivation of the equations for AV, ihioh are sLightly different 

from tiioee previously published, is given in Appendix A
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Samo practical details. The usual practice nowadays is to build 

the H.T. set with the same physical disposition of rectifiers 

and condensers as in the circuit diagram, fig. 2. Thus feed 

condonaer junctions are geometrica ly half-way between tnoue fixed 

potential points on the loud condenser stack betwoen whose 

potentials they alternate. All high potential conductors are 

rounded or provided with corona screens, particularly the output 

terminal which usually takes the form of a large, bun-shaped
I't ■ '

electrode.

For the purposes of nuclear physics it is necessary to 

provide for drains of a few mA. It is not uoual to aim at 

more than 200 kV per stage since this is the muxLmum inverse 

peak rating normally available in a rectifier and must bo close 

to the ixixinum condenser vol cage compatible with si it able 

capacity. However 4C0 kV per stage has been obtained with large 

luborr tory built rectifiers (Co 32, Gr 40).

As typical of modern designs may be quoted the range of 

commercially available sets manufactured by the Iliilips Co., 

an OxanipM of w deh is described by Bouwers and Kuntk*  (Bo 37), 

and the equipment described by Arnold (Ar. 50). The former use 

specially constructed condensers in cylindrical synthetic 

resin containers and mercury vapour rectifiers whose inverse 

peak vol tags' may be 200 kV or more. Besides possessing -cho 

characteristic low vol Lage drop of gas loctifiers, these tubes 

are specially suitable because of their low filament power 

requirement of 8 watts, which obviates the nocoosity for high 



capacity insulated sourceb. Their filaments are heated by r.f. 

power hi ch is circulated round the condenser stacks. Capacities 

are usually between 0.01 and O.OSjuf, while f my be 50-600 e.p.s.

Arnold uuscribes a 500 kV generator of 22 stages using

selenium rectitiers and supply frequency of 750 e.p.s.) the 

elimination of lilunont supplies in this way represents an 

im ortant simplification.

Interest is also evident in radio frequency H.T. supplies

(Lo 4w) which have already been in use for some time at voltages 

up to 100 kV o.g. in television applications (' a 47a), ana a

2 million volt r.f. set has been mentioned by Alvere*  (al. 51a).

A high supply frequency e.g. 1 Mc/s.» permits the effective use 

of lower capacities and a large number of stages at considerably 

lover overall cost. In spite of the changes in C ana n, rip le 

my be kept very low. Moreover the H.T. output is subject to 

easy regulation by suitable control of the amplitude of the r.f. 

input•

Note added in proof. Everhart na Lorrsin have just published 

an analysis of the Cocscroft-ealton circuit which shows the im

portance of circulating currents in multistage sets where rectifier 

and other stray shunt espaci ties are not negligible compare^ with 

the series capaci tics (Ev 53). .ven on no load, ripple nd 

volta, e drop are present, their magnitude being independent of f.

In -he case of the design to be presented where n * 3 ’ nd here series 

capacities are sufficiently large, the effects arc negligible.
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JCgr. K& jy.HtTi. *rt-
designer working "ab initio will reach his conclusions 

as a result of careful consideration of the foilowingi- 

(i) ! Output voltage and current required,

(Li) iurmiBBiblo ripple 6V and voltage drop AV,

(iii) Rectifiers and condensers available,
I

(iv) Cost,
' 1 . ..
Provided it does not represent too h rge a fraction of 

output voltage V, A V is relatively unimportant since it is 

oonstunt for constant drain. However it may be very desirable 

to limit 5 V considerably, the degree of limitation depending 

on the application. X«g. In experiments where an unresolved 

beam can be used, a variation of 1% in beam energy at the 

frequency f may be of little consequence, but if it is necessary 

to use magnetic or electrostatic deflection 0.1X ripple would bo 

.are desirable to avoid loss in current as the beam ie swept 

over the silt system preceding the target. If this degree of 

regulation cannot be achieved directly some form of stabilisation 

would be noceosary.

Cylindrical condensers with end terminals are almost essential 

while rectifiers chosen, if thormionic, must be capable of operation 

in the desired position.

In the writer*s  opinion, today's designer, if fully aware of 

recent developments and the components now available, would arrive 

at a design either similar to that of Arnold (Ar 50) using metal



T “G.E. rectifiers Kenotron KR5
C,= C' =O.Oipf/2OOfcV

005

R - 77OMeg.

P — Potentiomete r--or sensitive voltmeter
B - 2kVA vcrioc

S — 10A instantaneous cutout
L “Warning lamp

Fig.4 Design for 6OOkV Generator 



rectifiers and a frequency of 50J-1000 c.p.s., or, if >10 were 

sufficiently f.rllitr with the nccess ry techniques, one- employing 

a high po.cr rudi frequency supply. Ho ever, the design to be 

presented here will be found in direct contrast to the above, 

using as it doos thorulonic rectiiers of high filament poor 

requirements and operating at the very io frequency of 50 c.p.s. 

The following reasons re submitted for this contradiction. 

Firstly, on beginning the design study in i948, the writer was 

not aware of Jac existence of suitable ruet 1 rectifiers and con

densere for use Ln a generator employing say 30 kV per e ago, if 

indeed such UMsponcn.s were available at tnis time. Socndly, 

a used II .T. trona form*  r had already been obtained and arrangements 

mode for its modification for use in the generator with tne idea 

of producing 100 to 200 kV per stuge. It was to deliver not 

less th n 100 kV peak at 80 mA and 50 c.p.s. Thus the writer, 

was faced with a touch simpler problem than that confronting a 

designer working from -he very beginning.

Hot Jess than turee stages could be used since the transformer 

voltage would be too low and in any case n * 3 gives 200 kV per 

stage which is the practical mxiinum as far us rectifiers and 

conuenscrs are concerned. Further, an ex mination cf coste on a 

brood basiu showed that three stages would bo most economical, 

while at the saw time J*  V would not bo excessive. The main 

decisions remaining wore the selection of th< rectifiers, the 

condensers end their cap cities. Fig. 4 sows tnc fin I osign, 

uet ills of iiicr. arc discussed below 



Condonser©. Philips condensers were chosen because they were 

designed for exactly the present application. Two of these can 

be seen in Plats 3. Th© m in cylinder diameter is 1 foot and the 

length of a 200 kV unit 2*3 “| the 100 kV condenser is only 18" 

long. One end of those condensers is closed with a casting 

to which actushaents may be made for rectifier supports etc., 

while the other end is threaded for about one inch nd has a 

contact stud in the centre. Inserting the capacity values in 

the relevant fonailae we find

SV « 5.2 kV/mA

AV ■ 13.1 kV/mA

5 V is rather large, although the ripple amplitude will still 

be less than 1/ of nuxinar. II.T. for a drain of 2 mA. Tide point 

is discussed again in 8.3.

Rectifiers. G.E. rectifiers, Kenotron KR5 were selected.

Ratings of thee© tubes arei-

Inverse Peak Voltage ■ 215 kV

Filament voltage « 7.0 • 9.5 volts

Filament current ■11.5-14 amps,

’inli Bion e 8 v ■ 130 mA

Emission Q 8.4 v ■ 200 mA.

They ar© intended for vertical operation but may be placed 

in ether positions if running at reduced power. The high ©mieaion 

ensures th; t peak currents will not be excessive. Their high 

filament power compired with Philips mercury vapour tubes is a 

serious disadvantage} however the Philips Co. themseivee advised
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tho use of hard valves!

FUwiMit supplies. Three possibilities were con&idereu - 

ccumulators, vransfornt rs and generators. Load t ccumulu tors, 

although used in preliain ry operation et 200 kV (2.5), arc bulky 

and require nuch attention) so in spite of their low cost they 

were considered inferior to generators and possibly transformers. 

A preliminary design was made of filament transformers suitable 

for cascade operation and with 200 kV oil insulation. It was 

proposed to use two stacks each consisting of thre e transform re 

which would supply filaruit power to thrvo rectifiers. The 

bottom transformor in a stack would supply power to the lowest 

rectifier of its group as well as passing on the power for the 

other two via the next transformer. These proved co be large 

and costly and a find decision in their favour could not have 

been taken without building a prototype.

It was therefore decided to employ bolt or «haft driven 

generators since these were known to have proved satisfactory 

and were available at moderate cost.

2.3 . Output yoltago aeasuremtnt.

An accurate, continuous indication of output can be provided 

by a corona free resistor constructed from a large number of 

identical resistors (Ha 36, Wa 48). Of tho possible connections 

shown in Fig. 4, tho potentiometer method is to be preferred Ince 

knowledge of temperature and voltage coefficients is unneoess ry. 

Greatest accuracy is achieved through the use of p*celsion  wire
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Fig. 5 Proposed Arrangement 6OOkV Supply



wound resistor», but such a unit is very expansive and rather than a 

large number of curbon resistors, it was decided to employ 

several high voltage units, Those selected were I. :.C. type 

WB8, 120 M -O. , tolerance•

Their stated characteristics ar®:

?hxi mum voltage S 100 kV

* power « 90 watts

Temperature exefficient (neg tive) = 0.02 to 0.03/ per °C

Voltage coefficient « 0.0 to 0.01X per volt per
inch.

They ore to be built into a vertic 1 column, two for each stage 

so th t the maximum current drawn from the set would be 0.83 mA. 

A consideration of the effects of temicrature ur nge nd q> plied 

voltage suggested the system should bo accurate to about 1/C when 

measuring absolutely, whilst average voltages could be found with 

a much better relative accuracy.

The H.T. transformer, condenser columns and measuring 

resistor ill occupy similar positions to those shon for the 

200 kV sot in fig. 1 and Hate 1. Fig. 5 shows the proposed 

arra^emunt. Bakelite rings, identical with whose used in 

condenser construction provide the addition 1 insulation in the 

lcft-h-nd column. By mounting the goner tors on opposito sides 

of thu columns, belt tension can be maintained without tendency fcr*
th® columns to topple since they are to be tied asross the top.

If Necessary, additional struts can be provided.



PLATE 1. H.T. Equipment Layout.

PLATE 2 Control Panel.



Nowhere will the BUT. electrode be less than 5 feet diet-nt 

from walls or ceiling. A study of sparking di st-ace» and des

criptions of liigli voltage installations shows th t this distance 

will be adequate.

Referring again to Fig. 4, all the coa^oncnte in the H.T. 

transformer primary» the mater showing total H.T. drain nd Uac 

ins trudente for use with the resist; co voltmeter are already 

located on or near the control panel in the operators*  room.

Ppfrafctoaj# JgQ. ML*
It was decided to first construct only a single stage of 

raxltiplication delivering approximately 200 kV so the t attention 

could be concentrated on building the accelerator itself end 

getting oxLe. lcmce in ite operation, ©ven though some li» ii •<. tian 

would be imposed by the voltage available. Transition to 6Uu kV 

would be made when it was fol- th t nothing further was to be 

g. incd by staying t the lower voltage. previous to the writer*s

connection with this project it was intended to heat the rectifier

ill; aunts from batteries but consideration of the e p co eventually

available mado this uncesirable. However, for till» prelimin ry

work, -here spaco is not co limited, battery supplies have been

used.

Plate 1 Mow» the layout of ho act with the ion source

su.ply box in the loft foreground. In Pl to 2 are seen the 1.1, 

•ctarol panel ndthe wheel and lover of the ion source, ocntrole (5.5)

Details of the conipon anta and some pcrfora-nce data are now
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presented•
1' . . .

The H.'l. Tranwfonnfcr. This can be seen in the riht background 

of Mate 3. One side of the secondary is connected to the case, 

while -he other is brought out through a porcelain buaaing. A 

silica gel breather is fitted to the lid. * ftcr it hud been dried 

ano filled with oil by tne /aiteuata Llectnc Power Board, a vert 

was conducted on their presdses using a rough sphere gap of copper 

ball floats i up ported in a wooden frame. This showed that 

V, - 0.7 vp

where Vs * peak secanuary kilovolts

vp • primary r^n.s. volts.

More accurate measurements wore subsequently made with

properly mounted Insulated spheres. Provided certain conditions 

arc fulfilled (br 39) this method is accurate to within Greater

accuracy is not essential uince the main purpose is to ensure that 

rectifier and condenser ratings are not exceeded, but precise 

knowledge might bo necessary if A V had to be measured cirectly. 

Although the moan sphere diameter was 15.15 cm., breakdown values 

for 15 era. spheres as listed in the B.S.S. tables were used, the 

error thereby introduced being of no consequence. E.g. with a 

4 cm. gap 12.5, 15 end 25 cm. spheres break down at 109, 110 and 

112 kV respectively. leap oraturo i nd pressure correctioni» ere

ignored because they would have made less tiuin 1% difference.

The results, give a conversion factor 0.66 ± 0.02 kVp/volt r.m.s.

Gondenser-rcctifjtr stack. In Plate 3 the left and right h nd 

condensers have capacities 0.05 pf anu 0.02 jj f respectively,



PLATE 4. Resistor Column and Ion Source Supply Box.
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both rated at 200 kV. A 0.02 y f condenser hid to bo used because 

tbs 0.05 jj f/100 kV unit was found to be open circuited. Each 

condenser is screwed into a oast aluminium plate which is mounted 

in cum on a circle of boiler plate screwed down on to th©

three porcelain insulators.

The battery boxes ar© constructed on a steel base plate 

with an angle iron frame to at ppcrt the copper sheet wrapped round 

the ouvside) screws passing through the base plate into the 

condenser end casting hold the boxes in place. Filament circuit 

switching is by means of a key inserted through a SBiall hole. 

Copper gauge windows in front of the filament voltmeters allow the
t ‘ < 5

opuncors to tell the approximate state of the lead accu v . •

A specially built unit can charge each b volt section separately 

or together in series at nominal rates of £v 2*  5 and 10 Amps.

6. Besistuics Voltmeter.

ijy means of coron free junctions the resistors e built up 

to form a column (Plate 4). A lead is taker, from the earthy end 

of the resistor via a sunken conduit to a terminal on the control 

panel. H.T. is norcrilly mea ured by a sensitive voltmeter 

connected acroes u resistor placed bot e«n this terminal n e? rth.

A 10 U A substandard meter (0.25JC accuracy) is used in conjunction 

with a multiplier built up of precision wire wound resistors 

(0.1/) giving seven ranges from 75 to 9JO volts.

. ch 120 Usgohni unit could be xacasarod with an error not 

exceeding 0.3;*  by means of a bridge specially constructed by the 

writer for th© purpose to the design of Avins (Av 39)



Two resistance boxes, one of 10 IJsgohms using jrecKon 

wire-wound units, and the other 100 Megohms using high stability 

carbon resistors, were also mads for use in these neesuiwments.

Results which arc tabulated bolow, show that the resistors 

cnnot be regarded as stable to better than ljt over long periods, 

but that their short term stability is better. Temperature 

variations should not have been important.

Resiu- 
tor

Resistance K-d

? Iy51 16.12.52 9.3.53 6.4.53 7.4.53

A .. . ± . 0 123.4*0.1 128.010a 123.2*0.1 128.2^0.1

B 126.5 123a 127.5 127.9 127.9

C 127 128.4 127.9 128.2 128a

D 127.5 127.6 128.0 127.3 127.1

E 124.7 124.4

r 125.3 125.2

0 126.3 126.4

(Errors shown do not include ths unknown system tic errors in 

valuoo of the comparison resistors.)

It ’.raws not possible to measure the resistors accurately under 

operating conditions, it being hoped that a reasonable estimation 

of the likely change in resistance could be made from the 

manufacturer's data (2.3) as follows. At 100 kV, who voltage 

per inch of conductingpnth (which is in the form of a spiral) 

is close to 100 giving a possible incrouse in resist jice of from 

0 to 1^. Under the same conditions, ths change in toiapcruturs 

is about 50°C (at the surface) giving a resist nee change of 



from -1 to -1.5/. The possible overall ch nge would therefor® 

be 0 to -1.5/.

However upon running tho H.T. set for somo time at const nt 

input, the Indicated H.T. was found to increase by as much as 7%, 

tho exact change depending aaarlmdly on the input voltage and 

pirticular resistors choeon. That tliis ch nge wu3 originating in 

the reoistors then selves ^ae proved by (i) replacing resistors 

after one pair liad reached equilibrium and corijoncing a new run 

immediately - tho new ones were observed to go through a similar
1 ' i|i , r . iv'

change» and (ii) running the accelerator with a magnetically
t. ■ f t. : - I» «

deflected beam when the mgnot current required, vuc found to bo
> i • ■ 0 . {

unrelated to the apparent changes in H.T.

Owing to tho ;iuaier in which tills effoct depends upon Lhe 

exact runnin. condition after tho H.T. set ho bean switched on» 

it is well nigh impossible to make appropriate allowances ao as 

to find output voltages to the 1/ accuracy originally expected. 

The actual depth of the reaiutor filament is unknown but would 

hardly be sufficient to allow the average tei.perature rise 

necessary to account for the resistance clmngcs observed. Fore 

likely, the temperaturo coefficient is larger than the stated 

0.03//®C. Time ha*  not pend ted a further investigation of this 

effect rnd fortunately another nmane of determining the out ut 

is ivaflajle, vis. the electromagnet (6.5). .Should cc irutc 

knowledge of H.T. bo necessary at times when the beam is not on, 

or the magnet dieconnocted rom the system, a t.ono rating voltmeter 

could bo uood (He 35, Va 36).



Fig.6 Ripple Measurement
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1 Forfar thu vol . ,.;c doubler

Calculated values of ripple and voltage drop are,

S’ V • 400V/mA

AV * IOOCV/bA respectively.

The normally measured voltage drop would be 4V.

A capacity voltage divider, Fig. 6, weo used to find

of the

signal

Initially it

divider, but

proportional

was intended to use only the resistive part

the ripple was found to be swtusped by a 50 cycle

to the drain on thG H.T. set, which ms

5 V.

proved to be picked up in the measuring loop comprising the able

to the oscilloscope and its 10k a. resistor. It was probably

induction firom the trcusforme r end has been observed elsewhere 

(Ar 50) • The 250/j f condenser was only nominally of tills <

capacity, co the redaction factor °< between A and * was neacured 

directly using both amplifiers of the double beam oecilloscopo.

This gave o< * 2.5 x io\ and the average ripple at A was 

190V/mA.

In interpreting this figuro, uue allowance must be made

for the reduction in ripple caused by the pcsence of the 0.01 p f 

condenser, and ths effect of the 300 kA /0 „ /yf combination

as an RD filter. The 300 Icjl resistor la a surge lisiter in 

case of breakdown and though it was not realised at the ciao, 

could have been removed during these » uauremaits. Taking these 

factors into account, shows that a 400V/mA ripple would bo 

reduced to about 200V/mA at A, in reasonable agreement with the 

measured value.

Tho voltage drop was outimated indiroctly by finding the 



change in input voltage necessary to keep the output constant 

when the drain was changed by a measured amount (by turning on the 

ion beam). An approxima c idea of the H.T. then allows aV 
to be calculated. The average value founu was 5.5 kV/aA, and is 

in agreement with the order expected from measurements on the

(p<y)12< t 102.3 keV.

this figure is nearly 5 tins the value expected if tube

drop, Blunt capcity etc. are Ignored. Tube drop probably 

accounts for the major part of the difference, for tho rectifiers 

havo a large plato-cathode spacing. It has not been possible 

to pursue this point.



ACCEL BMTCR TUBE.

Bscuiremegts.

An accelerator tubo nuat be co constructed that

(1) electrical breakdown is not pc6sible either Inside or

outside the tube*

(ii) after allowing for the space occupied by the eJs ctroues

end their supports*  there is adequate pumping speed

for mnintainin. a high vacuum in the presence of the

constant flow of gas from the ion source*

(ill) tho largest possible fraction of the ion current is 

able to be focussed at the target end, '

(lv) retrograde electron currents are reduced to a rdntmure.

Considerations of apace and economy usually dictate that

(i) and (ii) bo cidovod with a tube of as small a length end

diameter as possible. Ths speed limitation can bo minimised

by using difforentinl purging (La 47, Ha 43), which is also

necessary with precious gases like tritium for recovery purposes

(Al 51). Adequate speed ie obtainable in our case without tills

addition a complication, although Its us® would almost cortainly

impravo performance.

Detail® of focussing are conaiderod in Chapter 4.

Initially it was thought that a well focussed beam which 

could not strike tho' tube electrodes and other potential souro®» 

of secondary cloctrona, would be accompanied by only a small 

retrograde current. However, it later became clear that another 

important factor was present, vix. the effect of unfocu-sed 

neutral particles, end that this imposed a serious limitation
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on the design adopted. Inis question is considered in Ch pter

6 in discussing tube pcno nuance with a betua present, and again 

in Chapter 8.

The remainder of this chepter is concerned with the 

attainment of (i) above and the physical details of the tub© 

and electrodes.

3.2. Tube DeftiUn*

Between the intermediate concrete roof and the main

ceiling is a distance of 10 feet (Fig. 1). « study of sparking

di stun sc s and different accelerator tubes led to the syianctri cal 

division of this distance, 4 feet for Ji© &jO W tube and 2 .feet 

for the cover surmounting it, leaving 4 fact clearance to th© ceiling. * 

Should this lust diet noe prove inadequate, it can be made more 

effective by the interposing of a horizontal insulating paper 

screen between the cover and the ceiling (Bo. 37).

Choice of insulator end ausbr of sections. Uiile tubes f r up 

to 1 million volts have been muds using only a few gaps with up 

to 300 kV/gap (Bu 47, Ca 50, Co 32, Gr 40), the nultisoction 

tube is more popular nowadays. In particular, cubes for 

pressurised electrostatic generators have always been ends tnus, 

soi.oti »o with sections only a few inches long ©nd usually of 

poroelain (Da 48, He 37, La 41, &e 40). This second type is 

preferred because (1) it allows a uniform potential gradient 

to be established so that a greater voltage c n be maintained

over a given total length than if only one section were used,





and (il) the focussing characteristics of a multi-section tube 

are better than one with a high voltage per gap (4.2).

Of ths two available insui' ting natorialB, porceluin was 

preferred to glass because thicker walls are obtainable hich 

may also be corrugated. rih© addition?! wall thickness makes 

for a more reliable vacuum seal and loss danger from juncture 

uni or high c&ctric stress, while corrugations reduce the 

likelihood of surface flashover.

Glased porcelain insulators, e ch four indies long, and to 

withstand 50 kV per section were therefore decided upon. These 

were manufactured for us at Teriuka, after c imple insdl tor as 

found vacuum tight and able to withstand 95 kV before flashover 

occurred inuidof in this test the space inside was not ovacu ted. 

Insulator deeign can be soon from Jig. 7 and Plates 5 and 9.

Details of <wHp}«te sect ism. Whilst multi secti on tubes have been

con3tructod with send-perrnnent vaa m Joints bet: ?en sections 

(•«&. Gh 50, He 37), tho writer considered easy dorao-mtability 

to bo essential in the present case here mo ifications might 

well be found necessary after preliminary operati?/.. This is 

achieved in the design shown in Jig. 7.

The ends of the porcol ins.ere first ground flat to better 

then 0.001“ and parallel to within a few thousandths. Picein 

wax was applied to the heated ;arcelain an:; end flanges hich were 

then assembled in-a jig and placed in n oven at 9O°C for 

sufficient time to ensure that all the wax was fluid. sin le 

coat of glyptal lacquer was later applied to the outside of the



PLATE 5. Two Assembled Porcelain Insulators, Ion Source 
and Metal Pd. Leak.

PLATE 6. Accelerator Electrodes .
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seal. The Jig ;.as intonded to the two flanges but in

this it was not completely successful so the flanges were 

recementod in a mo cl fled Jig after the tube had been in use 

for some time. Originally hot-setting araldite was tried 

instead of ricoin but proved unsuitable bee use of the different

expansions of steel and porcelain, the 1 tier cracking rigrt

round the ends upon cooling. dceln has ho.over, given a

; ; v cuua M it M Mil M MM MsMMMlMdlyi

on ono occasion ufaon some machining had to be done after 

assembly, the section was held in the L the by one flange.

IJo strndixrd 0-rings of suitable diioaeter were available so
■i.C

they were made from locally produced catapult cord. A thin

smear of Silicone grease is used to assist the rings in making

a vacuum seal, ddeb is by atmospheric pressure over the 7"

diameter circle givin^ total force of 5 cwt.

Top and bottom accelerator sections differ from the rest

4-

in that the former has a heavier top plate shrrying ths ion

source as well as a different electrode assembly, Mie the 

latter has no mole step in its lower flange, permitting it to

sit flat on th. kx rgc base-plate attached to the puling 11m.

dinoc coming into operation, the whole tube has boon

dismantled at Ioh. st six times and let up to atmoopieric proesu re 

on aa»y more occasions without once failing to evacuate.

The alir inium ccolcrator electrodes (Plate 6) are of 

similar tfaape to those in the recently built ek ctroatatic 

accelerator t Melbourne University, Aluminium ia a suitable 

mterial for -pinning aid as will be shown, is fairly satlsfuc 
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from the viewpoint of electrical breakdown inside the tube. 

Calculation show» tin t the speed of the tube is adequate (7.2). 

Overlapping of th© electrodes entirely prevents charge 

on the insulator walls from influencing the ion beam) in 

this cuss lOOjt screening was adopted. Lamphere and Robinson 

have recently stated that they found 87/ screening quit© 

sufficient (La 52) .

3«3. Electrical Strength of Tube. -

Suitability, of design adopt,ed. Hie evacuated porcelain
Wl _ , x--

in./lator would be certain to break down utsida at a voltage 

determined by the shape of the metal end pieces) remembering 

that th© end fltnges present a Sharp corner, a voltage of 

8090 kV could bo expected, since without evacuation ?nd uning 

largo flat end plates with upturned peripheries breakdown 

occurred insido at 95 kV. It remained to m ke sure that 

neither would th© electrode gap itself break down nor the 

composite tube fail inside prom turely as a result of the well 

known non-lineer relation between tube length and breakdown 

vol age (Fo 50).

.ith pressurises tubes in electrostatic generators using 

porcelain insulators similar to ours, gradients between 160 

kV/ft. and 350 kV/ft. at voltages between 3.7 MV and 1.75 !V 

roopfcctively have boon realised (Da 48, La 41, -e 40). Hence 

in the present c se whore only 150 kV/ft at 600 kV was sought, 

breakdown outside the tube would be the more likely limitation, 

apart from the strength of th© electrode gap, This gap of



14 mm. was decided upon after studying the published designs and 

is such that neither is the inner electrode of too small a 

dimeter for pimping purposes, nor le the outer too close to the 

insulator.

Although in practice the electrode design has proved 

satisfactory, a later confirmation of its suitability was obtained 

from the work of Trump and Van ue Graaff (Tr 47) on high voltage 

insulation in vacuum. At 50 kV and higher, high field emission 

at the cathode does not satisfactorily account for break down 

which occurs at decreasing cathode gradients as the gap is 

increased. They have suggested an explanation in terms of 

particle exchange between olectro.es, which could account for 

the non-linearity between breakdown voltage and gap length 

as well as h't between electrical strength end length of 

rculti-section tubes. In their theory the following secondary

«mission coefficients are important—(i) coefficient for electron 

eel esion by electrons at anode,

(ii) coefficient for positive ion emission (i.o. of anode

material) by electrons at anode

(iii) coefficient for secondary ori sion of electrons by positive

ionJ at cathode.

The importance is therefore apparent of the necessity for 

low pressure, good focussing and minirum retrograde tube current,
I 

in avoiding the ini kl tion of a cumulative process loading to 

failure.

Trump and Van de Graaff givo curves of breakdown voltage and

olectro.es


cathode gradimt versus gap length for stainless steel 

electrodes, from which it cun be inferred that the gap between 

our luoiniuEi eloctrodes is quite sufficient provided tho 

emission coefficients for aluminium arc less than or equal 

to those for steel. Thia ecomi likely to be h< case. Thus 

the above authors themselves show that coefficient (i) for 

aluminium is about 2/3 that for steel. Coefficient (ii) is 

concerns d with a process bearing suae similarity to eputtering 

which is practically negligible for aluminium, • the work 

inaction for am ion is probably even greater than that for a 

neutral particle - while the work of 13.11 ot til. £13 39) shows 

that coefficient (iii) is no greater for aluminium than other 

metals. On those grounds aluminium would appear strongly 

favoured for electrode material, but in spite of these nd other 

advantages (e.g. less bremsstrahlung) stainless steel Becms 

preferable because it is not damaged by sparkover. Such dam ge 

to aluminium has been strikingly demon str ted by Chick and 

Miranda (Gh 52), who consider that for oper tion t extended 

vol. es (in their case, about 340 kV/ft at 3 ’V) alusunium’s 

low molting point laasko its o her advantages. In the present 

case, where internal sparking is unlikely, it follows that 

the electrode material used should be quite satisfactory.

Leave?-er.--, nts. Jive sections, he number required for the

2J0 EV tube, with electrodes in all but the top one,were 

assembled and evacuated aft euning all surfaces with acetone.

H.T. was applied to each section in turn vic a ater resistor (about





300 k 41.) as usual. No special precautions were taken to

reduce the electric field at the flange ©d ee, or airfaces of the 

connecting wires, Provided th© tube had been pumped continuously 

for at least on hour, ©aall section could withstand. 80-85 kV 

and sods tin© s 90 kV before breakdown took place outside. 

Preliminary conditioning was usually necessary during which 

internal failure occurred, generally accompanied by evolution 

of gas, bush conditioning seems quite normal (Gh 52, Co 32, 

Tr 47) andpresumably results in the removal of gas, sharp 

points ana emll pieces of thread etc, from the elect rods surf? so,
■■ ■

.1 bijou., sny ttt©npt to divide po er tlal ectntlly, t o 

sectione failed at 150 kV, threo failed occasionally at 

200 kV, while four withstood 200 kV indefinitely, whenever 

failure did occur, it was always outsice,
/

?g^.4i.J.divl^on over tube.

Hoxisontal sheets of tinplate 18" in dl*  meter are fixed 

at each fl nge Junction to font equipotential pi nes (Plate 7). 

Drawing pins sre placed on the lower plate of er ch pair n- th© 

number sn< height ad usted to odd eve brer kdo;r-free operation 

with the beam on*  The corona current 1 Je than lOCyxA,

..hile this DDthod is suitable for subdividing the 200 kV 

used now it might present adjustment dlffisiltics at 600 kV. 

However it will then be possible to take connections from th© 

fixed potential points of the H.T. set (200 kV, 400 kV and 

600 kV) to th© appropriate height on the accelerator tube end 

the subdivision performed s before. A further altern tivc



would ba to connect to the junctions of the H.T. resistor stack 

which are only 100 kV apart, since it seems that this resistor 

is not of groat value for H.T. measurement, Both these 

proposals have -he rdvan-oge ovor a coron dividor th t internal 

tube currents are of less importance in detonining potential 

division. If a filter is used as proposed in U.S, connection 

to the resistors would be preferable.
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loctamporTOmt giM.

4.1. fi&gdu.ctaSFh

The source described in Chapter 5 supplies ions of 3 keV 

energy, and of energy spread Jess than 40 eV (Th 43), which 

enter the accelerator tube through n axial crust 1 1.25 cm. long 

and not over 2 an. ai-useter • In order that useful current*  

may be available at tae target at least f ur feet away these ions 

suet be focussed) at the same uime tills will avoid un. anted 

•eoondary eud. reion which v/buld arise if poorly focussed pirticlcs

were to strike the accelerator electrodes. ' ' -

.8 is customary in positive ion acc®lerator*r*cloctrest  tic 

focussing was adopted using a cylindrical lens for the first 

Mnvanentjpeceding the tube proper.

Jhilst it was once common to arrive at a suitable lcnc 

design by semi-empirieal method*  (e,g. Tu 35), the subject of 

ion optics had now been treated in considerable detail (e.g. Co 50, 

Gr 39) and sufficient lens forms Investigated (e«g. Te 43), to 

enable direct calculations to be made with adequate accuracy.

4.2. Ion .optica, opnqoiaod.

Paraxi il ray rei itionahim .

Jig. 3 shows the cardinal points of a thick Ions, knowledge 

of whore positions enables calculation or simple ray trrlng to 

find object-image relations. The important results are:- t.

Refractive index ocjv' where potential Vic measured

w.r.t. that point where th*  ion

velocity is iero.



V, V,

Pi P2 — Principal points

SpS2 —Principal foci f2S2“ ^2

N( N2-Nodal points f> S,= N^S2 P2 S2=N(S(

C — Geometrical centre

Fig. 8. Cardinal Points
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sl«/yTV v2

&+ ft s t
U V

u s object diet nee from Fx 

v * imago oleumcc from Pg.

GcoraDtrlc/lBSgnif'ication M *

Xt is custom, ry to meacure distances in a Cartesian system.

Terrain (Te 43) conveniently gives in graphical form the 

ratios of fx, fg» ^1» Fg to as functions of for a number
*1

of lens forms, amongst which are some quite suited to the

present application. bj_ is the uisuseter of the first cm^envat

in /he c i«e of two-cylindcu*  lenses.

nberrutions. These occur for non-paraxial rays as in light optics. 

Spherical aberration can be minimised by using apertures of not 

more than 10° serai-angle ana high voltage ratios (Co 50)• uisc a 

here we have a small object, the off-axis aberrations of 

distortion, fietd curvature and astigmtiaa enn be neglected, 

strict alignment is necessary to avoid cornu - at the same time 

this proventa beam s ift occurring hen voltu .ee ch aged. 

Because of the small energy spread of the incident ions, chromatic 

aberration is not important.

Effect of opace Uh:<XRq. The u;»ace cnarge of the beum itself

is ignored in the simple theory. It con be shown that beams

of uniform surface current density which are proceeding towards 
one o-f ihese

or diverging from a point, will still appear to do ee? after space 

charge divergence i- considered (• 1 53). Hence tua object
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dist»ance magnitude will be reduced to on extent determined by

the ion current nd energy. Ilius there io an elective

weakening of the lonsj the actual object must be shifted

eomcwliut further from the lens for a given imago p sition.

■hethcr or not opreo charge effects er® important can bo

judged by substitution in the formulae given by Fouler and

Gibson (Fo 34). These give the distances from the origin at

v ich an initially parallel beam has doubled, trebled,

quadrupled in radius ns,

s2a * 0.0018M a •

8 0.00280A V •

Sfa. ’ O..O358A n -

£ 4n a V-*  n *_ W »

I e

g. for e. 100 vA proton beam

a • 0.1, V • 3000, n •

maos no. of

ion current

13 avinc; .he

.*. giving S?Z1

initial radius in cm."
energy in volts

no. of charges on ion

ion

in amps

Cr.nnJ o '■ n subrt , .to

-3a’

1, M ■ 1,
>

I « 1 “4

11.3 cm.

*4a’
These distances re of similar order 

focal length so that,space charge effect® 

to th® focussing lens

ould be expected here

even though the ion stream is initially diverging and soon 

accelerated to >0 keV. Further calculation shows that a lOO^r 

beam has 11-tie natural divergence after passing the focussing lens.

k 1mA beam wi11 diverge at about three times the rate of
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* IGO p A beam with otherwise equal parameters.

The presence of the factor, LT?, means that deuterons 

will diverge about 12/ more rapidly than a corresponding proton 

beam.

Thue quite marked effecte would be expec lod, particularly
means

MBmM tion, a /..;aodL<. be for IMUP <• pOKdiOa

Thia has been done in the aesign presented in 4.3.

Lffert_fl>X accelerator vol wo., It should be possible to get
asharp spots of variable diameter at either target on the tube

■

axis or the entrance to the nagnetic analyser, in spite of 

variations in the accelerator .ubtential. This can be attained by 

making the first lens very strong nd following it by muci» weaker 

lenses. I.e. the voltage ratio of -he first lens, hereafter 

called he focussing lens, should be large and the accelerating 

voltage spread over ue large a number of components as possible. 

k series of lenses have a larger focal length than a single 

lens using the same overall voltage. In the limit, using an 

infinite number, a uniform field results which gives icceleratlon 
without focussing. ^Jlkind ( El 53) has recently given an 

analysis of focussLng in accelerators where a very large number 

of components give a near uniform field .1 Use of large diameter 

accelerator el© otrodes will also help to reduce tho power of 

these components. Image clian. es resulting from variation in 

accelerator volta, e can be compensated by alteration of the 

focussing voltage.

Although the accelerator lenses may not affect the irnge

I





FLATE y. Porcelain Section with Upper Fo.cussing Cylinder
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Fig. IO Ideal- Lens Focal Lengths
from Te 43 . t



position very much, magni Heat ion depends upon choir action
vtA ■ MpivlMM» ay. • c.i I - friMI UM M : J "

..idea i., «ImgM IBM III ■ MB bBBMM v <u nd ._■ < . . 

Hence, even though the image formed by he focussing lens may 

be large because here v > u , the subsequent week lenses 

reduce the image else considerably. Eg. for our 200 kV tube

factors alone reduce the inuge sig© by a factor of

0.39.

3. Focussing lens desian.

Details of tne final design used arc sho n in Fig. 9 and 

Plates 6 and 9. This lunB is intended to operate wi.h a 

focussing voltage of up to 30 kV. It corresponds to ths local 

form of tig. 10.

30 kV is about the highest which can conveniently be generated 

in an Isoluted supply, considering its bulk and the insulation 

required. Higher voltage could be obtained using corona 

divider on the m in H.T. but then flexibility and reproducibility 

would have to be sacrificed. In any case, little is g ined by 

increasing ths voltage ratio above 10, for hich tuc iceal lens has 

a first focal length of -3.6" (Fig. 10). This uistance is 

convenient for the ion sou re© geometry because the object must 

be close to ths focus if this lens has the main influence on the 

final imuge distance.

Regarding the object as a point half way along the canal, 

it foilown from th© geometry that the lens aperture has a uenri 

angle of not more than 10° for a 2 m. uiameter canal) the lens



L,
Ratio io

l2 L3 l4 l5
1-6 1-9 1-5 1-3

Fig. 11 Complete Lens System



ahoulu therefore b© practically free from spherical aberration, 

although sp co charge affects could n;odify uhis conclusion.

Again the geometry diows that cne beam should not be mor© 

than 1“ in di.mcter at the centre of the lens which therefore 

has a .igh ion collecting efficiency.

Voltage ratios much lower than 10 would require larger

object distances with consequent possibility of loss in efficiency as well 

as an unucsirable increase in the space occupied by the lens.

dualler ui; meter cylinders would comiensate for the increase in 

f/bj given by smaller voltage ratios but again collecting 

efficiency would suffer. Larger cylinder diameters would also 

require larger object distances in about the same ratio, because 

f/Uj is practically constant for voltage ratios exceeding 10.

Independently of the focussing lens, u high focus id ng 

voltage is desirable so ae to reduce th© voltage ratio of the 

first accelerating lens, and thus make th© overall focussing 

as noar independent of accelerating voltage as possible.

Fig. 11 shows the whole optical system for th© 200 kV tube, 

together with appro xi mate voltago ratios at 200 kV. .hilst 

it is not possible to determine th© corresponding powers without 

making a detailed study of the accelerating lens form, examination 

of the published curves (To 43) suggests that both Lg, Lg end L4 

will be fairly weak, and L5 will be much woaker still.

E«g. regarding L2 ...... L5 as cylinder lenses of diameter ratio

1.5, it follows from Fig. 10 that all th© focal lengths will be 

very large, so th t for a final focus not less th n 4 feet from 

Lj, the beam from L_ will be parallel or n> arly so, depending 
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on the actual powrs of Lg etc., which could be altered to a 

slight exLont by adjustment of tho extern JL corona current.

It is seen then th t the voltage Vf « 30 kV and the Ion- 

dinjensions chosen ere about optimum.

The threaded upper component can be adjusted vertically

to coqpcnsi-te for

(1) space ahargs effects

(ii) departure from the calculated fecal length arising from

differences between actual and ideal lens form

(iii) changes in probe position

(iv) the uncertainty in the overall focus ing of thia Ions

and the tube proper.

It is preferable that these compensations be not made entirely 

at tho expense of changes in Vy.

Neutral particles travelling in straight lines from the ion 

source canal are pi'cvented from striking accelerator electrodes 

by moans of the diaphragm in the 3" component, which intercepts 

little or nono of the ion beam.

Overlapping of the two components prevents charge on the 

insulator walls from influendn, the beam, an effect which will be 

most pronouncod at this stage, whore the ion velocity is low. 

For the same reason, alignment is more importent hero then aqywher 

else, so heavy gauge materiale were used in the construction, and 

B chining operatione performed in ouch a way as to ensure the best 

possible radial «Hg—■"*,  This was measured to be about ± 0.010

at the ends of the 3" component . An aluminium cathode wue used
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for the reasons given in 3.3. hix diameter holes in the

suppoi-tin fl nge assist in evacuation of tills top section.

4.4. E^cu^fcv. yalto..e».eriLy»
Details appear In Appondix B. By means of 2 voltage 

doubling stages, 32 kV max. Is produced. Control of the 

output is through n input variac transformer hich is operated 

by remote control. A bleeder allow» the output to follow a 

reduction of input without excessive delay. V«ritions in Vf 

arising from ripple are negligible.

Conection is made to he lower focussing cylinder flanges 

by a lead passing through the accelerator cover. Insult tion is 

provided here by thick walled rubber tubing.

45. Fc QUA Sing nurfonxmea.

A beam of several hundred nsicroaxnps can be focussed at the 

base of the tube to a spot varying from to 5/16*  in diameter, 

as the accelerator voltage is reduced from 200 kV to 60 kV it 

being necessary to increase Vf slightly to compensate. Below 

60 kV, the spot else increases samuwh t. With beam cu rents of 

the order of 1 mA space charge divergence causes the spot to bo 

noticeably larger for the same Vf j when such large beam currents
*

tire required, the upper component of the focussing lenB can be 

lowered appropriately to reduce spot siso.

Focussing efficiency seems to be do. e to 100^. Beam 

current is observed to be independent of both focussing and 

ecock, rating voltages, provided the beam diameter is les» han



that of the measuring section a at the base of the tube.



CILTOR 5» TIE ION SOUriS AID iNCIlURY ... E.lAT7u

5.1. ^lfegtlQR of an ion sourco.

A suiuble source will be able to supply intense mono 

energetic beams, rich in the desired ion type, vis. protons 

or deuterons. It is also desirable that the beam current 

should be widely variable at will, yet should otherwise remain 

steady. L.g. using ydrogen, the availability of proton 

currents up to 1 mA aa compared with 100 A say, will allow 

nuclear experiments to be performed quicker, or with better 

statistics provided the beam energy con be dissipated satis

factorily. Even if such lilgh cur reais are not always needed, 

a source capable of supplying them is likely to be rauch more.
reliable when operating at lower intensities than on© wliich has 

an output of 100pA under optimum conditions.

The condition of homogeneity in energy sakes for good 

focussing. E.g. d.c. discharges are poor in this respect 

with their energy spread of perhaps 30 kV.

Highest possible percentage of monatomic ions is preferable 

because

(1) molecular ions ore equivalent to lower energy monatomic ones

and nay render interpretation of experimental results

difficult unloss mass analysis is providod,

(ii) even when miss analysis is performed before the target,

reeldual hydrogen or deuterium in the sourco could

confuse the Issue when deuterons or protons respectively

were required.

(ill) for a given usoful boon current, the H.T. drain will be 
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least «iliist at tho same time mini mam tube current will 

mean less likelihooe of tube breakdown and minisum 

bremsstrahlung from retrograde current.

At the same time, some consideration must be given 

to the other factors involved in producing the desired proton 

current. These are

(i) ion source power consumption which oust be as low as

possible since it ie derived from an insulated supply for

a target at ground potential.

(ii) gas consumption which if large may be expensive as well

as necessitating differential pumping.

(iii) tho construction of tho source Itself which should be

simple, robust, and such that adjustment e.g. to

extraction probos, is easily made.

With a view to selecting the most suitable source for the 

accelerator, a general survey of existing types was made by 

FJi.Ilus (H 51), as a result of which he recommended that we 

adopt a radio frequency source following the general design of 

ihonomunn (Th 4b) • Another important reason for using this 

type was the first h-nt- experience in their operation gainer by 

Professor D. Brown whilst on overseas study leave. In addition 

the writer also had the advantage of discussions on the 

Thonemann Source with workers at Melbourne University

5.3 anarory. of xhoneoann source properties.

This is based partly cm the work by Iles - none of the original 

references will be quoted.

*



An elcotrodeless discharge is excited in the gas at a 

pressure of 10 - 30/j by means of a coil outside the pyrex 

discixurge chiij.tber (Jig. 12). For best results the oscillator 

shoulu bo able to deliver 200-300 watts to the disch rge at 

a frequency of bout 20 L'o/s.

After about an hour's operation the aischrgo should be 

quite red, due to the predominance of the Balmer lines, when 

it will yield at least 50/ protons. necessary conditions for 

liigh proton percentage are

(i) chamber walls of clean pyrex

(ii) mininum area of metal exposed

(iii) high ionisation density, i.«. high power input

(iv) absence of contardnating gases, e.g, oxygen.

(i) and (ii) arc concerned with recombination of hydro en

atoms which is wry low on pyrex and high on metals. This is 

important because protons arise from two or three stop processes 

rather than as a result of a single impact between an electron 

nd a hydrogen molecule. Thus a 1* rge proportion of atomic 

hydrogen is required for high proton percentage.

By fulfilling the above conditions Thonomonn realised proton 

percentages of 80 - 90/ in b< ams of up to 1 mA, He estimated 

that 150 watts was dissipated in the source. He also showed 

that 90/ of the extracted ions had an energy spread of less than 

40 eV.

The use of magnetic field does not appear to give great 

improvement when the source operates under optimum conditions.
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However in th® case of sources intended for production of 

relatively weak beams e.g. 100^ A, a omgnetic field ma/ result 

in a saving of r.f. power.

In addition to its outstanding advanta e of liigh proton 

yield, the Tn onera inn source is of simple construction, robust, 

reliable, and requires no air coolin., if po^er input is kept 

below 300 watts.

The ion extraction probe (Fig. 12) is made of aluminium 

or dural io reduce sputtering. By applying the extraction 

voltage of several kV positive to the anode, ions are driven 

towards the probe from tne discharge plasma which normally fills 

the chamber. The discharge muse always be struck before 

applying probe voltage) source pressure is too low for a d.c. dis

charge to occur. Being conducting, the plasma will essurae 

a potential close to that of the anode, whilst a dark positive 

ion sheath forms with a fairly sharply defined boundary concave 

towards tne probe face. This surface behaves as a space charge 

limited positive ion emitter and its shape is important in 

determining tne yield because its curvature is effective in 

focussing ions into the canal. Besides alii elding a largo 

part of the probe area from the discharge, the glass sleeve also 

affects tne boundary Uiapc) dopth of probe below the top of 

this sleeve is critical. Boundary shape and taerefore focussing 

is dependent too on probe voltage ana ionisation density so 

that it is bometimes necessary to adjust power input to obtain 

optiaum performance. Probe currents nre strongly cependent 

upon probe volt g© and r.f. input but do nut usually exceed 12 au.
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It ie clear from the above Jut alignment of the probe 

and its si cave is critical - they trust be coaxial with the 

top surfaces parallel and accurately perpendicular to their 

axis. Another arrngoRant wlilch obviates the need for 

strict envelope symmetry is to carry the sleeve on tho probe 

itself (Fig. 12. Inset).

There is ample evidence for tho existence of the 

focussing ction of the plasma boundary) £<« (i) a focussed 

beam as obtained by Thonemam in Ills first crporiiucnts on the 

currents obtained waen a d.c. voltage was applied across an 

r.f. discharge (Th 46). (ii) Dr. Brow h s told the writer of

un occasion when his source was unstable, changing between xwo

suites at regular intervals. At each change the pk. sma

bounuaxy shape eltored with an accompanying large change in ion

current. Boroovor ho noticed scintillation occurring on tho

probe in a ring rounu the canal which was present only in the

state of low ion current, su gosting that in the other state

there was good focussing into the canal. A dollar phenomenon

is imported by oak ct.al. (Mo 51).

(iii) Inell, working at Canborra, hr. 8 mentioned in a private

caonunleatian, th t he faun a distinct channel cut into the

canal wall of a probe vhich -ns presumably cd enlignod.

(iv) the writer has noticed the sane phenomenon as well as

a slump boundary to tho erosion which develops round the canal

aftei*  a little while. This can inddon lly serve as check

on probe alignment.



Fig. 12. Ion Source
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Dimensions of the c?nal are a comprorjiso between ion 

output and gas flowj however it io pooaiblo to get beam 

currents of at least 500 jj A with gas flows of about 

15 cc. atm./hr., vZxlch is small enough to sake differential 

pumping unnecessary. For e given inpodanco to gas flow 

Inall states h t a short narrow canal gives hotter yields 

than a lon^ wide one, and this also conforms to th© writer’s 

experience. Probable -reason for this is the smaller ch nee 

in the short canal of collision of ions with ths wall or gas 

molecules resultlag in lasses by charge transfer.

3. fcfjglk, gf.jyfimrt ^sisa»

Construction! details of the source assembly are shown 

in Fig, 12. Plate 5 shows th© envelope in plaoe upon the 

focussing section of tho uco^ler tor tube. Hie sleeve diuuetor 

in the Kin figure is th t of the second source onvelope 

constructed which differs from tho first only in uhis respect. 

Probe dimensions shown are those which were found to give high 

ion yields but are not necessarily optimum.

Dr. Bro n supplied the det ils upon iiich r.A.Iles bused 

the first envelope design. 'Hi© same two collaborated in the 

design of a probe plate to be made in cast luuLnium sinoe 

suitable co:per pl te was not available. High conductivity 

untcriol is needed to remove the heat produced at th© probe 

(about 30 watts). Unfortunately the c stings proved far 

too porous, so the final plate was fabricated fren copper

plate, the original design being modifiod where necessary.
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Introduction of ths gas via tho probe plots pennits easy 

removal of .he source e.g. for probe adjustment.

Because the probe was a very close fit in the sleeve of 

the first source, gas entered through a mall hole in the 

conical part of the base. A considerable quantity of 

sputtered copper passed through this aperture end deposited 

Itself on tho tube walls. In the second envelope tills hole 

was eliminated since there was adequate space between the probe 

and the sleeve.

Alignment of the source on the accelerator tube axis is 

penal-ted by the sliding seel which allows the plate to be 

pushed about with the vacuum on. Adjustment is assisted 

initially by observing he position of the beam at the accelerator 

base, and finally by seeking the absence at -he image of lateral 

displacement with variation in focussing or ccelerating voltage.

5.4. mfgramgft.

Details of the measurements re presented in Chapter 6, but 

the important results are given here for completeness.

(a) hydrogen laxiaum recorded beam current • 1.4 mA

Current regularly obtainable

without critical adjustment s 800 p k

Proton percentage 85^.



Fig. 13 Ion Source Supplies
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(b) duutcrium (with some hydrogm present)

Maxima. ..... . current . fj ■

Deuteron pc reentry© approx 75/ of total 

and 85-90/ of the deuterium ions.

5« QpoI a PQbur Ui).;Hv6.

Fig. 13 is a block sii-gram of the ion source supplies, 

details of which are given in Appendix B. They re mounted 

on an insulated platfona (Hz tea 1, 4 & 25), except for the 

osci .lator itself which io right alongside the source insiue 

the accelerator cover (Flute 10). Meters which show 

•scilluior total apace current, oscillator grid current and

probe current are also mounted inside this cover behind a gauze

window. By means of a periscope, they c n be watched by the

operator together with the source itself, from hie position

at the control panel below.

The oscillator operates at 24-28 Uo/s sad cm supply not 

more then 200 wu-ts output, of which a l.rgc fraction should 

be dissipated in the discharge, for the source is plaoed 

inside the tank cil itself.

Probe voltages of nomini 1 value 1600, 2200, 2800 and 325U 

are available.

Rmote ccn-rol of the power supplies und gas flow is 

provided by a long insult Ling puxolin tube and a gearbox on 

which uro mounted switches, Varlacs etc. (il; to 10). 

Longitudinal uo-tioa cf the tub© cruses the driving cog to engage

•tho different controls. this system, which includes a right



PLATE 10. View Inside Accelerator Cover.

PLATE 11. Eudiometer & Gasometer for Deuterium.
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angle bend, vms designed in detail by Mr. Naylor. The gearbox 

is partly visible in Plate 10 /hicii shows most of the equipment 

in the accelerator cubo cover, ueloction of probe volt ge is 

not made by this control which only turns the preselected value 

on and off. This has not proved to be a disadvantage since 

probe voltage is usually set in one position for long periods.

6. Gas supply end control.

Leake. A fine variable kak valve is necessary to control

the source pressure. It sust be pl ced dose to the source

at high potential, otherwise a d.c. discharge could occur oown

the supply line to ground, unices of course the gas reservoir

itself were also at high potential. This latter solution wus not

adopted here. Thus the leak has to be remotely controlled and

siaqilicity is essential.

The first > ak used was a mechanical type following the 

design of Luellur end Bllinskl (1U 51). It consisted of a 

pack of rubber and metal washers under compression, with a 

radial gus flow from periphery to a hole at the centre. 

Control was by adjustment of the conq^resoion. It was abandoned 

after about 9 months use because (i) its control was too coarse 

in the useful region, (ii) its reproducibility was poor and 

(iii) it passed impurity gases along with hydrogen an so

d iu:- ' Urcc >; . x.
■

A palladium leak was therefore constructed! its well know 

properties ure in direct contrast with those of the above 

mechanical leak. This leak w e required quickly at the time
/



(b)

Fig. 14 Palladium Leaks



bo an nil metal construction was adopted (Fig. 14a) which 

resulted in a fair power input being necessary. It an be 

seen in Plate 5 attached to the co per laid in lube. Gone 

experimenting was required to find a suite bio heater rating) 

the coil finally used is of 26 nhro— end has * resistance 

3.5-H. . Considerable patience was necessary in «’Hug the 

3 us>. diameter mica formers, nor was assembly of the Jo ok 

straightforward. A secant all glans Jbnk for deuterium was 

later constructed to t much improved design (Fig. 14b). The 

smaller heat loss frost the palladium no*  allo**  the heater 

to bo wound outside.

Both leaks arc operated from the same 6/9 V, 3A transformer 

and remote on-rollod scries rheostat. In the final arrangement 

both have a cosasen connection to the probe plate via a 

dewun table Oring union, which allows the pitta to be removed 

easily .lien necessary. .hen the i uks are not in use, he gas 

supply it ehut off on ihe high pressure slue for pulli dium still 

passes hydrogen at room tamper tore.

HvaroEon su-aly. Ccuxacrcial cylinder hydrogen lias boon used 

throughout except for a short period when the deuterium generator 

and reservoir was under test with ordinary w ter. The hydrogen 

is now stored in a tank of 10 litres volume at an initial pressure 

just o.or 1 atmosphere. Press re changes are therefax-*  snail 

over long operating periods.

LeuXriuu su^pl;. Deuterium is goner ted and stored in th*  system 

of Hg. 15 (Plate 11} . 'fixe gasometer vas designed by P.A.I1**  

unu the author from a sketch provided by Professor Brown. It



Fig. I 5 Deuterium Generation & Storage



can trtore 700 cc. t about 82 cm. Hg. press re an*  thus hr.s a 

pr- ictioally constant head which ensures e looth operation of he 

leak rnd simplifies goner tion of the gr s. considerable 

dead volume of mtreury is eliminated by the central pillar.

A number of eudiometer designs h vb appeared in tho 

literature but none of these was entirely suitable hero 

(Ml 51, ®a 50). The final design is substantially that 

published by Lloyd (LI 52) but was independent of his. Hoversr

tho apparatus of Fig 15 is unnecessarily compile ted booauso 

it was origin lly intended for the production of very pure 

deuterium for the old mechanical Kak. It therefore had to bo 

evacuated before the eloctrolyte was introduced ana the 2«1 

volume ratio would then ensure pressure b 1 rce, ‘.{he sinbors 

In the side arms ore mercury stops end allowed these to bo 

shortened considerably.

hen he eudiometer pressure readies about 86 cm., the 

g ses bubble array, doutcrlunijps ’ng into the gasow ter system , 

which is practically isolated from the generator nd toee not 

interfere such dLth gas production. As the gasometer pressure 

rises slight djust ent of tho oxygen mercury beaker is required 

It is fortunate th t evacuation of th© eudiometer is no 

longer necessary, for the medium sinters did not prove reliable 

as mercury stops. The vertical delivery tube had to be 

lengthened from 48 cm. for tills reason and the disc at he top 

now serves only to arrest mercury drops uiiich an thrown up 

violently during any fl ling men tho gasometer has been 

evacuated
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The electrolyte consists of 2.7 gr of dry i-kxgOg 

dissolved in D^O of 99.75^ purity, the oxygen generated being 

driven off by gentle hailing t reduced pre&suro. A current 

of 150 ru. ..ill cause the gaeoaoter to fill in «bout 10 hours.

hen it is necessary io add more heavy water» the atop

cock A (Fig. 15) wst first be opened, but the accoiap' n/ing 

level change Is of no consequence.



PLATE 12. Sylphon Adaptor Preceding Deflection Chamber.

PLATE 13 Sylphon Adaptor Following Deflection Cnamber



PLATE 14. Beam Trimmer

PLATE 15. Secondary Electron Suppressor.



PLATE 16. Measuring Can and Simple Target Chamber.

PLATE 17 Solenoid Operated Molybdenum Shutter.





Asgmlwh
After uccoi*  ration tho bean drift:; in a space free from

electric fields) Tic ^rrangemsnt cf this region depends upon

the ex-ci purpose to which the beam is to be put, so it 

consisto of a number of sections which an be cosily disr.mtlod 

and rearranged, (Plates 12-17).

. . Uh hural MN nW flpa at - rae ■■ total Inub 
current and Fig. 16b that for investigating the mass spectrum.

........................................a ;j 1 T; ... a’;;., .,i

checked at cho inspection section. A quarts plate was formerly 

carried on the rot: but was fractured by an intense

beam - it was not replaced since it is quite eruiy to observe a 

week beem .here it impinges on the brass and stronger ones by 

their ionisation of xhe residual gas.

Low onerKX electron; re returned by the suppressor

section, irrespective of their initial direction. The usual 

bias curve wao fount for beam current versus suppressor vol ..age, 

about 50 volts being sufficiunt for tovf.1 suppression*

by mounting suitable targets on the end, the measuring

can may also be used as a target chamber in come experiments*

Beam currents are ssasured directly on a 100 (JA/ImL meter mounted

on the saue chassis us the uuppreseox- voltage and Philips 

ionisation gauge supplies (7.4).

Resolution of the beam into iis mass components is calcved 

by a 3C° elect roiaajjiet (Hate 13) which also provides &



&

PLATE 18 Magnetic Analyser
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horizontal beam» more generally useful experimentally. It is 

fully described, together with its current regulator, in a thesis 

by F.J.Newlund (He 53)« It c.n deflect ions of momentum up to 

th t of a 600 keV deuteron through an arc of radius 32 cm., its 

field is constant to within 0.05$, so that if desired it cam give 

energy resolution to wiinin 0.1$.

Ths magnet sup ortin, frume cam be levelled on a steel plats 

which is in turn free to sliuo over mother steel pl-te by 

means of 16 steel balls. Fine adjustment for these movements 

is made by screw threede, and a sylphon bellows immediately above 

the magnet allows the necessary flexibility.

Jeak beams can be intercepted by a quart« plate at the 

deflection charber exit for alignment purposes) strong ones are 

sufficiently self luminous, even at pressures as low as 10”^ mm. 

(La 47). x further sylphon section follows to permit adjustment 

of the axis of the rest of the system to coincidence with the 

beem. The enact ion trajectory cannot easily be predicted (No 53) 

so it is better to accept what comes having designed tne apparatus 

accordingly■

The beam trimming section contains two diameter by

long cylinders, which by rotation about their perpendicular 

axes, cut do.n the beam beyond to any uesired value. The remotely 

operated shutter section is used in some nuclear experiments.

In preliminary resolution experiments before the 90° magnet 

was finished, a small el<. ctro-magnet ct pable of producing llelds 

up to 3000 gauss was used. This gave deflections of the order of 



10°. Its d.c. supply wtj controlled by ::: m. 1 idjustment 

of tho bias on two paralleled type 807 valves.

6.2. USife&l Jj.

Initiully ihu focussing voltage woo applied in series with 

the main H.T. l.e. the ru-in H.T. was connected to the lower 

focussing cylinder, so th t the ion source was up to 30 kV 

positive wer.t. tho uccoltr tor tube cover. Suitable insulation 

oi the jrob© H.T. supply was provided by a 111 isolation 

transformer uuilst the source coil was coupled to tho occillator 

tank JiroutJi a ain^Ao turn of copper tubing, spaced 1" from the

... uxi„ .. . . ... . ; ' ' ' :’?■ -. a 1 ■.

A separate cylindrical condenser was provided for ion source 

tuning. Ml siege tho me fth nic.i Is (5.6) ?, in use <nd

it also hud to be insulated from the ar in frame. Remote

controls had nut yet been provided.

lire first source was constructed os shown in the inset 

of ilg. 12. Probes were cylindrical like those on the left 

of Plate 19 mJ of outside diameters from 1 cm. to 4 nu.| in 

all c-ses save uno, the c .ml as 2.54 c . long by 2 mn. di meter, 

rhe exception was a 5 mb. di am. probe with a 3 on. canal.

Best probe pusiuion was always close to 3 ram. below tho 

sleeve top. About 200pk of been was obtained consistently with 

the 1 cb. probe and currents nearer 25:0 pk with the anal lor ones, almyo 

at probe currents between 7 and 10 m. and t th<. maxima 

probe valtugu of „.25.i . IT. . .

obttlined lit probe ourrents of 6-7 mA.



The concave plasma boundary ae observe» .

Exact source pressures h ve never been sneasuxtd since the 

opar*  *1*45  rante of this type of source is known end the addition 1 

—>11 Will» '-»s net considered Justified in this work which 

does not cluixn to be n exhaustive investigation of ion sources. 

In what follows the pressure is said to be low when near that 

region whore the disctiar e tends to be unstable i.o. about 13/uHy 

(Th 48) .

It was generally found necessary to operato at low 

preB-ure to keep probe cuiraent below the maxirnuM avail. bio 

14 mA. it high pre soars the probe currents were excesoivo, 

except at low r.f. input but then beam current was poorj 

a largo area ol the probe face was eroded siioain^ th t focussing 

was not good. It was therefore felt that a probe of 4-5 ro« 

o.d. in a sleeve 6-7 an. i.d. would give an laq>rovcx»nt since

it woula almost certainly result in t core concave plarnn boundary

end a consequently greater current density at the ear . /--■?-

over total probe current would proLabiy be l<ss and larger

input power possible. lluec ideas were incorporated in the

second ion source -ube (Fig. 12) which uoes in f ct conform nore

to other designs s.g. Thonaoann's, th n the firot ono. Perfor

mance of he second tube is given in 6.4.

Although he firot tube gave a good red discharge it rae 

not expected to have a very high pr -ton percentage o^ing to the 

copper sputtered on Lu its walls from the probe plats (5.3). 

Nevertheless sems aeasux-sioun -s were made with the :r.all ra gnet,
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using secondary suppressors on both sides so that the total 

current to the deflection chamber ae well as its components 

could be found. Most of the measurements were unde using 

a 3/32“ diameter entrance aperture and a > or •_;*  exit slit.

Immediately it was found that at most only about 75/ of 

the incident current appeared as hydrogen lone, of which up to 

70/ wore protons. Investigation stowed th t not all of this 

discrepenc could be uue to divergence of the beam or loss of 

charge to the residual goa. Eventually with a total entr y of 

only 20 kV, rather than the usual value about 150 kV, a 

component of mac bout 27 was found suggesting tho presence of 

air. After some improvenente to the hydroson supply a trans

mission of about 80/ was achieved, although proton percentages 

were still low.

.bout this time tho first palladium leak (5.n) was made 

and the parallel focussing eysten ndortod (Fig. 11). Advantages 

of the latter, not possessed by the series arr ngvrcnt are:»

(i) probe supply leak control, 'nd ion source coupling no

longer require insulating for Vf.

(ii) the oscillator tank coll can if desired be placed round

the sou roe

(iii) beam energy rd resolving rr.gnct current are independent

of Vf.

(iv) the volttge ratio of Lj it less

(v) the main freme can be tri ported dirr ctly by the top

seeder tor section by bolting to its heavy steel pl te.

Previously it was supported on Insulation from below.



PLATE 19 Ion Source Probes

PLATE 20 Electrode with Mark Caused by Neutrals



The remote controls were fitted at his tins and also a

5 on. o.d. probe with canal 2 mm. in diam. and 1.25 era. long.

90-93/ of the beam incident on the analyser could be

deflected as hydrogen ions, showing that tho palladium leak 

had indeed effected an improvement. This was considered 

satisfactory A nee it can hardly be expected that all the beam 

would appear in Just a few definite momentum groups. Thus
4-

if it is possible for Ilg and Mg to break up after acceleration 

and before acfloctlor. to give tho it*̂,  *‘3-1» i.o. ions

of mass 1, 2, 1 and energy respectively, the same nuart

occur during acceleration :nd to y leaser extent during 

deflection. Some of these ions rill be spread continuously 

over the whole nomontum range, whilst others rill be lori 

completely, e.g. through poor focussing.

After fitting th® 90® magnet, 80/ or more of protons wne 

found and with the improved recoluticn the further concent nts 
+ -*

Hjj-l awd **3-2»  With a g*  di meter aperture jr eceding analysis,

proton currents up to 120^/.' were observed. No rersu renent s of

total beam, cirroni wore mod© but subsequent experience rith

the magnet (6.4) suggests thri this met hove exceeded those

given by the longer canals.

hen the second source envelope was tried a mrked lr*p>-ove-

■ant was obvious, for 600p A beast current at a probe current of

8 nA w s obtained without any difficulty. However at thia stage

it seemed unrise to puraue bettor performance still oring to the

presence of e largo retrogr de current for which existed the

following evidence.



(i) th© tub© would not st.nd 200 kV inaefinitely when

using strong beams

(ii) the thick steel plate at the top of the tube got very hot

(ill) X-ray protection films near ths tube had shown in ere a sin

exposures as .he beam current was improved.

(iv) H.T. drain becaa» excessive

(v) bone liquid resistors made to the recipe of Gray et.ol.

(Or. 40) which had been conn.ccod i-cross -he accelerator

sections proved epi be ineffective in fixing pocentlul

gradient) each would draw SOpk at 50 kV.

It was evident that the secondary current would have to be 

reduced if the full potentialities of the source were to be 

realized. Nevertheless the accelerator was run for some time 

with beams of about 100 y A in experiments using th© reaction 

^"B(p,f )1% . Subsequently the opportunity was taken to instal 

a secondary electron suppressor in the tubs base, and at the 

same time to improve electrode alignment. It had never been 

possible to free the beam entirely from lateral shift accompany

ing voltage changes, and coma was often present to a markod degree 

Modifications to Accelerator Tube.

Inall has shown that secondary electrons ore produced by fast 

neutral particles originating in he ion source c nal, as well 

as by ions, so that appreciable retrograde currents may arise 

even though the focussod beam hits no emi.ting surfaces (In.51).

These neutral particles arise as a result of collision of 

ions vr th the canal walls and with the gas in the conul) it io



Fig.17 Suppressing Electrodes
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therefore unlikely th t they would seriously limit tube per- 

formunce at low beam currents and this Is in agreement with 

present observations.

He found th t a suitable elec-rode system built into the 

base of the tube could effect a 50-fold reduction in this current, 

ji almost identinal arrange»art was therefore built into the 

pumping line (Fig. 17). A di; phrugm in the 3" component 

of the focussing lens prevents neutral particles from striking 

any surface until they reach the positive plate A which therefore 

pulls back any electrons produced t its surf co. Neutrals 1
passing through A csrnot strike tho negative cylinder B which 

suppresses any electrons produood below. Th t neutral particles 

wore strikin': tho eloctrodcs originally was t ho n by the appearance 

of a bluish broivn discolouration on each electrode with er-ch 

boundary in the correct position for particles travelling straight 

from the 3ource (Pinto 20). Exactly the or,re effect h~s been 

reported by Chick n< irnndr (Ch. 5'*).  7h<.ra rkr were not

quite central proving sg-ir tbrt electrode alignment was poor. 

In the main t-.bo, both the steel end flerges end the electroeeo 

themBOlves ere responsible end were corrected as far as pocrible. 

At xhe Bam»' time the focussing essenbly "hi ch wee of light gauge 

material and not very rigid was replaced by the fin i •mwmibly 

talrc; dy described (4.3) • AligijncBt of the vhole tube so th- t 

its axis pseod centrally through the In all suppressor w»« done 

visually by center!» cronrArcs fitted to tho focussing lens 

diaphragm.

biaoo rviking these chnges, it h e been possible to get



com-free images without sideways motion

6.4. Further Performance Tert<.

The accelerator tube. The presence of a beam should not now 

have affected the tube insulation and it should have sufficed 

to adjust the external corona current for satisfactory behaviour 

without a beam. After doing this however, the tube always broke 

down outside across one of the two upper gaps, breakdown occurring 

between loO and 200 kV, even with a been of 80/7 A. It was shown 

that the effect was only present when the ion current passed tho 

focussing section, and by applying H.T. to the first recoluniting 

gap only, it was further proved by direct measurement that
I

no current coup1 ruble with the external corona current was reselling 

the lower electrodes.

It was found eventually that if the Innll suppressor Plate A 

was earthed, the tube was all right even with beams exceeding lxi ! 

uith the plate potential at its original + 4kV measurements were . 

mttde of the total H.T. drain with the beam first on, then off| 

the change was equal to the measured beam current to within about 

10// . But with the suppressor plate earthed via a aster the 

change was greater by an amount equal to the measured secondary 

current. Using a beam of 480/7A tho seeondasy current was 160pk 

with plate A earthed and 33 fJk when the roturn was made through a

IE-A. resistor) in the second ease the tube showed no sign of 

breaking down and has been used thus most of the time. Film 

budge records dearly diow the insproveinent eifected by thie
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reduction, although it is incompleto. If the pkte voltage 

is increased till the secondary current lb entirely eliminated, 

breakdo.n always follows.

No satisfactory explanation can be given of why breakdom 

persists in tills case. It is difficult to see how the presence
I

of the beam can affect the potential division in view of the

ft tn de of the corona current i.e. 70-100^ A. The beam seems to pass
I

through the tube with little, if any, loss although this is contrary 

to InalVs observation (In 51) j for this th< re is the evlaence of 

the first paragraph in this section, the ffcot that boom current 

was independent of foousBlng and accelerating voltage and 

also the observation th t all the secondary current was originating 

at the plate A*  On further consideration it is possible that 

more of the been was lost in the tubo through ch rge exchange 

than believed at the time, as a result of meter inaccuracies.

Although the corona divider should have compensated for this, it 

might be argued that the necessary secondary current was required 

to neutralise the positive charge left behind. If indeed, the 

trouble is due to too high a pressure, refrigeration should cfiect 

an improvement.

Ism currents. The results of nrny observ- ti.ons of been
• f.

current under different conditions of pressure, r.f. input 

and proto voltage arc rurnrrised. These 11 refer to the 

second source and rhort canal probes.

Maxima beam currents «ere alrays observed nt lowest 

pressure for a stable discharge, for only then could the
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maximm possible power be dissipated in the source without the 

oscillutor loading being excessive.

On a number of occasions when investigating the effect of 

probe position, it was not always found possible to reproduce 

previously observed values when the probe was returned to a given 

position. This was attributed to the asymmetrical excavation 

round the canal caused by slight misalignment of tho source about 

the probe. This is quite possible since the probes are not 

self centering and moreover the source base itself is slightly 

smaller th n the recess in he probe plate (this has since been 

overcome by sliimning) • It is believed that Uie probe erosion 

adversely affects focussing into the canal. Upon fitting a new 

probe, or facing up the old one, !d.ghur order currentu were once 

more observed.

(a) Hydrogen. Eaximum recorded accelerated ion current was

1.4 mA with nominal probe voltage 3.2 kV, probe current 15 mA.

Probe 4.5 ion. o.d., canal 2 ma. ditun x 1.25 cm. long, 3-4 mu. - 

bfclov top of sleeve. R.i-. power input was at its maximum iiich 

cannot exceed 200 ..atts. Gas flow was estimated as 15 cc./hr. 

By reducing r.f., the current could be reduced to 440//A with 

correspondingly lower currents at lower probo voltages. By 

increusing pressure, thus allowing a decrease in r.f. po er*  

currents as low as 60pA could be obtained at 3.2 kV probe 

voltage.

The intense 1.4 mA beam wee only realised with a now probe, 

and might be difficult to maintain over long periods. However,
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currents between 0.8 and 1 mA seem readily obtainable.

If the canal diameter is reduced to 1.5 mm. the gas

flow is reduced to lees tiMI half and ion currents of 600^ A 

cm still bo obtained. This is quite adequate for most work 

and the accompanying reduction in accelerator tube pressure 

is eh advantage.

Using the large electrouegnet, with a 3/16“ diameter ©ntrmce 

aperture, proton per coat age a always exceeding 85jC ware found, 

provided ths had been running about 1 hour. The table shows

a typical set of figursc.

Kagnet current 1c Clouted current Ion £ of total

73. IX 1.5//A 3.2

</2 - Il 3.5//A 7.4

/t'11 Not detectable - 
observed on quartz

nii

h 41/w 86.7

i-ii
/2

~w.7bf/ «2-1 1.6

7T 11 — 0.5 ^A »3-2 1.1

Ion types were identified from the nagnet current. Thus
4- ~E*Hg-2 is one which after acceb r. tion as H3 loses Hg in collision before

V deflection, where it is treated as an ion of mass 1 but energy r .

Suggestions for improvements in the source performance are 

given in 8.5



(b) Deuterium. Ion currants have not been measured

directly but -cro estimated from he H.T. drain allowing for 

no-be;.;m drain unci tube secondary current and also from tho 

magnitude of the deflected beams.

With a 2 ms. diameter canal nexi mum ion current was

700-800^ A at a probs voltage and current of 2.8 kV and 10 mA

respectively. Gas flow 11 cc./hr. It is evident from the

beam and probe currents that che current which can be extracted

iron the dischgyge 1b smaller for deuterium than hydrogen)

at no time have probe currents exceeded 11 mA. It is not• ■ b
impossible that the ionisation density for deuterium is different 

from that for .ydrogeu at the same r.f. input, and frequency 

as a result of differences in molscular ionisation potential, 

and disocciation energy,mean free path etc. In addition, the 

space charge limited current from tho plasma boundary should, 

according to the Langmuir equation, vary as (mass of ion)*#.  

Also, the deuteron beam would be roduced by charge exchange in the 

ctinul to a greater extent than u proton beam of the same energy 

as a result of its smaller velocity.

The difference in space char e divergence (4.2) for the 

two isotopes was also obsurvod) it 'ms found necessary to 

increase the object distance slightly in order to get all ihe 

beam through the 1" focussing lens aperture.

Hugnetic analysis showed the presence of the ions

(dJ.1, ), (Di , Kg ), (H3 , DH+), Dj , Da . Atypical

run is tabulated
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Ion Current % of total Estimated / 
of D ions

i-2-l» I!1+ 49 ye A 18.5
Di, H2 + 190^A 71.7 89/

dh", h34 8/uA 5.7

»2 15/eA 3.0 7.5/

»3 3pk
->

1.1 1.5/

At first the presence of th© hydrogen ions was taken to 

indicate that -he deuterium, although prepared from 99.75/ 

pure D2O, die in fact contain Hg, perhaps introduced via the 

*Bodium-perojd.de" supplied. In spite of tho large possible

fractionation factors for separation of the isotopes by

electrolysis (Ur 35), thers seemed too meh hydrogen present

for it to have been introduced tills way. However it now

secmo likoly to have been partly at least, residual H2 in

the system, for recently when running on Hg again with the D->

supply completely disconnected, the following ion percentages

were present.

Moreover it would appear that caution is necessary in inter-

% (»2-1) 54/ !

h24 (Dj ) 14/

(ID ) 32/ 1

(»2 ) 0.25/

Such results had never been seen by us before and ar© only

ejqoli cable if it is assumed that sj ine Dg wa3 still present.

perojd.de
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pretia^ the significance of mcanured pt rosntages < hen coaling 

wiuh anuli admixtures cf the isotopes.

Deflected current s. i-roton beam of nearly 50/ of tho total 

reaching a $*  aperture before deflection, can be obtained at
■x

the target chamber although the current density is not high»

The limitations arise for these reaconsi

(i) before reaching the target chamber the beam passes through

the trimmers, but unfortunately owing to tho one-plane
the

focueoing property of & magnetic field, not all the beam

can negotiate these.

(ii) thus a proper focus is not obtained beyond the magnet

and current densities at the target are low

(iii) the pressure in this- region is not very low and charge

exchange is likelyioutgassing is appxront when the beam

io on and it is more luminous here then elsewhere.

Suggestions directed towards overcoming these difficulties 

appear in 8.6, 8.7.

finera. Letam.lotion from linr/net Current.

Ideully this can be dore to within 0.1/ seeing the magnet 

current is constant to within 0.05/.

V a fc,fi?jL
2 a

However this precise kuowlcu^e of both B aud r.

. .... . ■ - .................... • . . / ............... .

of deflected current, especially when it is re; cxborod that tho 

energy is modulated at ths ripple frequency an<- th t H.T. changes



I

Fig.18 Beam Trajectories in Magnetic Field
1
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oiten occur through «mina variation. to exiv slit is 

normally usea in the deflection civnJber in order that maximus 

possible target curent» ore obtainable.

It was found that for a given nx gnet current, the

aeflectee beam current ric<? uulficiently with II.T. voltage 

(taken as pi-oporto on-1 to the primary H.T. transformer input) 

to allow energy variation of 1.' to bo noticed easily, especially 

witn the beam trimmers sligntly dosed although tills reduces 

th*,  trunarjitted beam. ith trimmers wiee o^n, -g- value points 

appeared for an energy dwnge of Just over 2/. Ripplo 

amplitude of the 200 kV set is 0.1% and should not exceed 1^ 

for the 600 kV generator. A.C. mains fluctuations ajsa far 

more serious source of energy ohenge, but in practice it has been 

found possible to maintain me target current at or near its 

maximum value by appropriate vari tion of the input varlac setting, 

anus the beam energy can be considered constant during tn© cou.se 

of ii e. peri' ± .

•ith the existing experiment 1 setup, the radio t of deflection

r can be estimated to about — 0*2  em because the initial unc 

final beam paths are fairly well defined, the former by an 

aperture before th© deflection c-iamber, usually of 1 cm. Hamster, 

and tn© latter by the axis of the final vacuum tube.

Tho region of uniform field io regarded as extending beyond 

the physical boundaries of the iron by one gap width l.o. 1.75 cm. 

(Ne 53), making tho radius of curvature 32.23 on:. for o particle 

Incident halfway across the pole f ce (Fig. 18a). juch a particle 

would however digress from the centre-line of tho annul - r gap by 

about 7 am. at the central position. Thio offset has been
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reduced by shifting ho beam axis 3 am. further out making 

r finally 32.53 cm. Any tilting of the iMgnet in the vertical 

plune cun be detected and allowance made for the corresponding 

change in r (Fig. 18b). In the energy calculation then, r2 

introduces an error of 1.2/.

A calibration curve of flux density/current for the magnet 

was m. de by Newland who used a flip coil and galvanometer. 

He M subsequently pointed out that these results are 4.3/ 

higher than those calculated assuming the iron to be 100/ 

efficient. At the earliest opportunity the flux measure... nts 

will be repeated with a recently built proton magnetic resonance 

detector.

Fig. 19 shows a thick target yield curve

where the abscissae is (magnet amperes)2. If vhe possibility 

of a contaminating surface film is ignored, then from the 

resonance energy of 163 keV (15o 49) we find a conversion factor 

for (magne current)2 of 21.9 x 102 keV/(amp)2. Actually*  there

is evidence for the presence of films on thvse thick targets, 

e.g. a newly pressed target was found to have . slightly higher

resonance vulue of i2. However, it is felt that the uee of tills

conversion factor will give enorgies to within 1/ with a possible

systsBatic error of -1/.

Taking r ■ 32.5 or. the resonance field value is calculated 

as 1,795 gauss which is to be compared with the value -aken from 

Newland's graph vis. 1,935« 1,795 is about the expected value

considering the ampere-turns and the total reluctance of the 

magnetic circuit.
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The presence of target films should be detected and 

the thickness measured by rotating the target about an 

axis perpendicular to the beam. Rotation of the target by 

0 trw the position normal to the beam will cause a si lift 

in the point of inflexion of tho thick target yield curve, 

amounting to t ( * 1) where t is the film thickness in keVcose
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Dome improvements have recently been trnde to the coupling 

between oscillator and source resulting In a greater poxer dissi

pation therein.

Using a 4^- nn. o.d. probe with a 2 mm. x 1.25 cm. canal, 

beam ou; rents up to 1.6 nk with deflected prutan beams exceeding 

1 mA have been realised. Greater proton components still would 

be obt ined ith . ri source cute) Jiu pro .on <.x- .c.rt 

does nut exceed «0 now owing to the presence of sputtered 

aluminium.

The remarks in 6.4 (p.62) concerning tue large proportion 

of II2 end after ueuterium had been used must be revised in 

tne ligut of furtnor experience. deverti weeks' operation with 

the deuterium supply disconnected failed to give any reduction in 

the proportion of these molecular ions and it was realised that
l

they were probably connectea witn tne appearance of a considerable 

amount of aluminium sputtered about tne envelope after the above- 

mentioned increase in power input. A lot of this w s removed by 

treatment aith aqua-regia after which the proton percent ugo increased 

from about 46 to bO.

In view of tni evidence it is probable that the uydrogen 

components found when runring on deuterium du indeed arise from the 

presence of tnis gas in tho deuterium supply) the fraction 

present may well be less than the fraction of hydrogen ions founu, 

although of course tne latter is tne important quantity.
4-Fortunately tho small amount of Hg accompanying the Dj. is unlikely
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to complicat® th® issue in an experlmeut because it iu 

equivalent to half-energy protona which in any cue® uoully 

have much lewer reaction yiolua than deuteronsj in addition, 

detectore could normally discriminato between the products of 

the uiiferent reactions.

J.



Fig.20 Main Vacuum System



PLATE 21. Vacuum System
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CHAPTER 7t TIT: VACUUM SYSTEM.

7.1. Requirements,

. To prevent breakdown in tho accelerator tube a pressure of

lor*  mm. of Hg or less is generally considered adequate (Tr 47) 

although higher pressures have been used (Bu 47). Lower pressure 

■till however is desirable from the viewpoint of reducing beam

loss by charge exchange and scattering. Inall found that

at 5.10”$ jun, Hg,l/6 of the beam was lost in a tube 54" long

but that the lose was negligible at 5.10”6 mm. (In 51). To

achieve such a low pressure it is usually necessary to provide

refrigerated baffles or traps whose purpose is to keep out

condensable vapours (e.g. Ch 52, La 52). The required degree of

vacuum mist be maintained in spite of the gas flow from the

source) this 1b not normally over 15 cc/hr. here.

7.2. General .©sign of System.

Fig. 20 saowB the arrangement of the pumps and main high 

vacuum line, which is also soen in Plate 21. By suitable 

manipulation of the valves, the diffusion pump can be isolated 

and roughing down done through the by-pass line) this enables 

the diffusion pump to be kept hot when the mr.in system is at 

high pressure.

Both Apiezon B and silicone fluid 703 have been used in the 

pump which gives practically the same speed for both viz. 300 

lixres/sec. for air when baffled, this being maintained up 

to 5 x 10"*  nn. for A?ie«on B and 10"3 ram. for silicone 703. 

Silicone fluids have the outstanding advantage of being stable
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to air at operating temperatures, although in our cm the 

pump is nevor let up to atmospheric pressure intentionally. 

Calculations ore now presented to show th t the system con

forms to the minimum requirements of 7.1. Relevant 

formulae are -uken for the most part from Partin A Hill 

(Lia 46). A temperature of 20°C is assumed throughout al

though the gas will be at a higher temperature at the probe 

canal.

Ha,' through to vr ce canal. Fcr

has an impedance 1 where

In the present case for H2

=? 3d and although this does not

mols cul r flow a finite tube

-£ « tube length

d - tube diameter

P> • density of gas at 1 dyne/cm^.

t 20 V Hg, A the mean free pt th

correspond to strict molecular

flow, the results calculated using the above formula do not

differ by more than a few / from those derived from the more 

accurate one.

Substituting-£ • 1.25 cm., d • 0.2 ca. corresponding to the

lo c. - ice probe MMM 11; a..id it, ft « . ... 3 x ./to.

for hydrogen

Z • 4.1 erf-3 sec.

The quantity of g&s q at 1 dyne/am3 passing per seo. through 

an impedance Z is given by

z
where pi, p2 arc the pressures at the 

ends of the impedance.
4
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Teking p^ • 10 Hg, l.e*  about the lower linit for a stable 

dlsch rge we fin. that the exact value of pg is of little 

consequence provided it is at le art as low as 10“4 :m, Ug, 

Assuming this and converting pj to dynes/cm2. we find 

q = 3.25 x 10^ cc/sec. or 2.44 cc./sec. at 1 ram. Hg. or again 

11.5 cc./hour at 1 atmosphere. a
q is constant throughout tiic systemi the speed S -n<- the

pressure p at any point ore related by

S.p « q.

The Diffusion rTO. The Edwards type 603, when baffled has 

speeds of approximately 300 and 600 litres/sec. for dr and 

hydrogen respectively over tho whole range of pressures likely to be 

encountered, provided the backing pressure docs not exceed

0.5 tan. Hg. Therefore the pressure just above the baffle is for 

hydrogen E. * 4.1 x 10“ ® ran. IJg.
qOv

accelerator tube pressure. Allowing for the 2 right angle bends

(Sh 49) the impedance of the main pumping line comes to

1.08 x 10“6 cm” 3. sec.

Considering the accelerator tube as it will be for 600 kV,

on upper limit to the impedance is found by giving it a

eoastant diameter of 3.25 indies. The dead spaces formed 

between wall and electrodes are ignored (KI 30). Its imped nee 

up to the focusaLnf section is 5.75 x 10“ ® cm”3. sec.

Finally we h; ve the focussing section (Fig. 9) which is 

somewhat comploxj the order of its impedance h s been calculated 

simply from the formula given by Bureau et ,al. (Bu 52) for the



conductance of an aperture in a tube. This is justified because 

th® 1" aperture will be the main Lmpetknce am the additional

impedance of ohe focussing tubes themselves will be partly

balanced by the conduct nee of the holes in tho supporting

flange• The formula is

vhere k ® ( )

A ■ aperture area

Ao tube area

Hence 2 8 I
S

Connecting the speed & and Sg at two points joined

by an impedance Z we hi ve

L.
32

• 4* +1

Substituting Sj ■ 600 litres/sec. at the pump, one using the 

calculated impedance values we find for the spe eds at the base 

of th© accelerator tube and tho ion source exit, tho values 

361 litres/seo. and 79.5 litres/sec. respectively. Tho 

corresponding pesuure v lues are 6.8 x 10“6 and 3,1 x icf5 uni. Hg

A EoLeod gauge could be expected to indicate values of this 

order, but an ionisation gauge would almost certainly snow 

higher figures unless used with a cold trap (7.4).

Backing pump. l-ofe cular flow does not hola at tho higher 

pressures (of the order 10“2 present in the backing line 

bo the complete iciTiula for -he imjB dnee of a tube must be 
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used. Ite main difference from the equation already used is 

in uhe inclusion of a Idisseuille term. Calculation shews 

that the basking lino has a negligible effect so the speed 

at tho diffusion puqp is «aken as equal to that at th© backing 

pump inlet. The raanuf errors' data shows that the pump 

h/Jidlos the required quantity of hydrogen (i.e. 2.44 * 10“2 

lit re «/sec at 1 m. Hg.) at a pressure of about ICT2 an. Mg. 

when its speed is 0.3 litres/sec.

A further aspect of backing putqp performance is the time 

to rough down the system from atmospheric to the stage where 

the diffusion pump can be used. Taking this as 10“2 rum. Hg. 

the manufacturers’ data again shows that this pressure should bo 

reached after about 5 minutes for «he present volume and 7 

minutos when tho accelerator tube is extended. Actual 

pumping time is dose to «he expected figure.

7.3. toiiaMig mitoi JWAaq.

General. Practically all fittings are of brass with joints 

hard-soldoredj sylphon and tombac sections rv soft- 

soldered. For ease of assembly and in order to provide
\ ..

versatility of arrangement, the system is subdivided using
stndard

flanged joints for the most part and/0-ring seals. Both 

comamrci 1 and laboratory made rings la ve been used, th< htter 

utilising locally made catapult cord.

Vacuum waxes have been used only to Join glass to the 

system. Glyptal lacquer has been found very useful in



stopping a few leaks which were present*
were

All parts/clcanod thoroughly of superficial dirt and grease 

but no attei.pt node to remove oxide or to polish the metal, 

die revs r passible*  the individual sections were tested before 

use under wator at a pressure of a. least 15 lb/sq.in.

No part tested thus has been subsequently found Leaky and an 

enormous amount of time must huvs been saved by this procedure. 

However its use is s me times inconvenient or impossible*  e.g.
i ■ o

where windows are waxed on, and it is therefore essential to 

have some form of leak detector available (7.4).

Backing line. Details are fairly clear from Fig. 23. The 

stopcocks are standard -f*  steam valves modified along the 

linos indicated by Moore (Mo 44) j they huve been completely 

trouble free. The spindle and bonnot-to-body seals are on the 

b eking pump side so th t small leaks hare will not affect 

the main system when the valves are shut.

The moisture trap body is of 2*  diameter tubing with the 

backing line connections at either end. Its end plate is 

removable for replacement of the drying agent, magnesium 

perclilorate. Its function is to leap the mechanical pump

oil dry| by having tho trap in the position shovn, it dee a 

not have to handle large quantities of air during roughing 

which would in any case tend to blow it about.

Connected via 3 bosses to the line are

(i) a discharge tube, which provides a check on fare pressure

if necessary, although this can generally bo judged

attei.pt
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quite easily from the pump note.

(ii) a metal stopcock Joining a •£" vacuum line wnich

can be used elsewhere for general purposes.

(iii) an air inlet valve, actually an ordinary Schrader

tyre valve as su gestod by Jackson (Ja 38).

HiiU V-cuuu Line. dloctric welds re used throughout on 

tho 6" diameter pipe, which is hold against V-blocks between 

ivself and the roof by a steal strap bolted in turn to angle 

iron pieces attached to tho ceiling.

Just above tho diffusion pupp a discharge tube and hot 

cathode ionisation gauge are connected) the latter can be 

isolated by a stopcock. At -ha other end of the line is a 

colu-c&thoue ionisation gauge.

It follow the general design of a <milar section used on one 

of the 1 cibourne University accelerators. <hen evacuated 

inside, the bellows vt’-lve is open ana cm be roved unaor 

the seat by rotation of the shaft. It shuts on letting up 

to ionospheric pressure inside. In this way the section belo-3 

san be open to the air without letting the whole system up.

No large diameter glnes tubing was available st the timo, so the 

author made one from perspex sheet. It is understood that 

jo rspex is fairly gassy) it should therefore bo replaced some

time by a suitable glass section.



Fig. 22 Beam Trimmer



ypflj.rtlpn Writer. These- sections

have already appeared in 6.1 but a few additional points will be 
i3'

mentioned here.

Hot setting * Araldite- was tried at first to join -he
and 

cylindrical windows/although this proved satisfactory for a time
» 

they eventually orasktd-id neo ones had to be sealed on with wax.

Brass plate and strip j*  thick was used in the fabrication 

of the deflection chamber, but great oifflculty was exp-rioncea 

in (Outing the long seams quite vacuum tight without the use 

of glyptal. hoc® sort of seam free construction would be 

preferable here.

Alignment of the beam trimmer und subsequent sectione is 

penal tec by the adaptor following the uefl action chamber, 

riglaity being provided by threaded studs between th® flange® 

on oither aide of the bellows. Hereafter th® use of standard 

flanges with 1.25" di meter 0-rings on all fittings enables tho 

convenient addition or omission of sections according to tho 

application intended.

>lg. 22 shows the beam trimmer. The shaft seal grooves

were determined from the st-naard specifications (Br 51). Each 

tri nine r position is shown by a seels engraved on the knurled ring.

Because it is b ds of molybdonuiu, the ahucter of Plate 17 

can keep cool by radiation thus avoiding the necessity for 

internal water cooling.

All surfuses likely to be excessively heated by beam impact 

are water cooled by copper pipe soldered extern lly to die 

fitting} In the case of target chambers very high insulation
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resistunco to ground is necessary when integrating beam currents 

and an isolated cooling system is required. This is provided by 

a battery operated “petrol*  pu p. So far this method has proved 

adequate in dissipating the energy of a 1 mA beam at 200 kV and 

should still be satisfactory at 600 kV provided the heating is 

not too localised.

Use of Koroseal plastic. Following the su, gestions of the Lauritsens
I

(La 48a) keroseal tubing has been used successfully to give a very 

satisfactory shaft seal Figs. 23 a & b. The first 1s used on the 

rotating shaft carrying the quarts plate after ihe deflection 

chamber, the other is used twice to provide insulated lead-ins 

to the In -11 suppressor electrodes. dome pressure tests were 

conducted first to determine suitable dimensions. In the cuso of 

Fig. 23a lubrication of the plastic plug and the shaft itBclf aids 

assembly. In fig. 23b the plug goes in easily if softened first 

in boiling water, again he central shaft should be lubricated 

with high vacuum grease.

Ion source slicing seal. Fig. 12. Ihls is based on the design 

of Garrod (Ga 51), with a 2*  diameter ring, atmosphoric loading 

(47 lbs. wt.) gives a reliable vacuum soul, yet permits sliding. 

The Oring is lightly greased.

7»4. kregcare i.oUatian_.ani,.Uak Detection.

No precise measurements h ve ever been made it being only 

ncosssary to see that ths pressure nowhere exceeds 10"*  j®, //<? 

however u reasonable estimate was reached using a trious ioni-
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nation ga.ge. I» th© higher regions a di ch rge uube is ueuci 

as indicator. A Philips type cold caihode ionisation gauge 

has also been constructed for normal use.

uisciuruv tubes. The two tubes are similar to those described 

by Burrows (Du 43) • Examination of the positive colum aL lows 

approximate interpolation between the following,

ill st visible striations 

Striations 1 cm. apart 

Fluorescence on vails 

lilickout

The tube on the high vaa

1.5 ion. Hg.

0.5 ma. Hg.

0.01 nn. Hg.

0.001 nan. Hg. or less.

line is umd after modifications

to the system have been made and it is desired to check the 

mechanical pump base pressure hi ch is bout 1Qt2 mm. Hg. an a 

tight B/stem. It is also useful for checking pressure rise 

after shut-dovn. Wien the system has been pumped for several 

days it is found to rise to about ICT- nan. Hg. in 15 hours which 

is os good as can be expected of a metal system, not thoroughly 

out-gassed.

Triode ionisation >.uueo» East moasuremonts have been done with 

an A.W.A. type AV10 gauge head. A control circuit built by the 

writer is also suitable for other gauges) its circuit and a panel
■0

view are shown in Fig. 24 and Flat® 22. Its function is to

(i) maintain grid current constant at any predetermined value

betweon 0 and 5 mA) this is achieved by feedback through Vg, the

power tubes V3 and V4, and finally to the filament transformer.



(ii) maintain grid voltage constant at 150 V.

(lii) maintain the collector electrode 30 V negative w.r.t.

the filament

(iv) measure the small ionisation current arising at pre aures

from 5 x 10"® to 10“3 na. Hg., by means of a d.c.

amplifier, which is built round Vg. *'

(v) by switching, provide naans of using tho gautJo for leak

detection. This is treated later in the present section.

sThe circuit is based on one published (Ou 49) and differs 

mainly in the arrangement of the d.c. levels and the provision 

for leak detection. If desired unregulated emission can be used - 

this is also necessary in leak detection by tho diode method.

The only information available on sensitivity for the AV10A gauge is

Sensitivity 3 l&p for Argon

This will not be independent of grid voltage because the external 

control connection is used l.e. the normal grid is positive 

(u 49). However, since 'lignly accurate pressure readings are 

not reguired and also because oil vapour will in any case affect 

the readings of tho un-rapped gauge, tills sensitivity figure io 

assumed to hold ut grid voltage of 150 V.

Air and hydrogen ore tho two gases used in the system for wnich 

tne sensitivities will be 1.26 and 0.58 respectively, as obt inod 

from the sensitivity ratios of air (nitrogen) end hydrogen 

relative to argon given by Dushnan. The grid resistors 0.47 U4L 

and IMa in the d.;. amplifier are so chosen that if used for sir 

and Hg respectively, the same calibration will apply in both cases
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to within 2/. Two pressure ranges are intended for normal use 

Yiz. 10**4  and 10~3 raa> T{g, by uaLng 5 mA and 0.5 mA emission 

respectively. Thus the grid voltage corresponding to lauximmu 

pressure on each range is 0.29 volt (actually 0.296 for air and 

0.29 for Hg) • Amplifier gain is calculated as 15 so th t about 

4.5 V has to be measured) this can be done with, a 50//A or 

IQQp k motor without loading the circuit too ouch.

,/ith fell scale deflections of 130//.». or less in the output, 

the amplifier was found to be accurately linear. ^lao provided 

is a calibration voltage of 0.31 volt, at which the output 

is set to fell scale. The final calibration for the gauge is 

sheen in Fig. 25j to a first approximation fell scale can be taken 

as 10“3 i nd io«4 hj, ng. the two ranges in hi ch case the 

answer ill be about 7/ low.

The preeence of oil vapour will lead to higher ionisation 

currents than would be the case with a cold trap in the gauge 

connection. This is partly a result of decomposition of vapour 

rnolec les by the hot fllarasnt (bu 49). In accordance with 

accepted practice therefore, pressures are expressed as equivalent 

nitrogen or equivalent hydrogen pressures. Actual v- pour 

pressures of oils are uci lower than the equivalent pressuros.

The ultimate equivalent air pressure in the system was found 

to be dose to 10**&  nsn. Hg. both with Apiezon B and sillcone 703) 

this figure was obtained with the AV1QA gau e and also with an 

Edwards 1G2AH head used earlier. It is interesting to note that 

this figure is doae to the equivalent nitrogen ultimato for 

Apiezon B found by Blears using an untrapped gauge (Bl 47).



PLATE 22. Ionisation Gauge Control Unit.

PLATE 23o Philips Ionisation Gauge
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Equivalent hydrogen pressure at the normal ion source leak 

rate is clow to 4 x ICT5 um. Hg. It is therefore fairly 

certain th t the true pressure in the accelerator tube 

nowhere exceeds lu* 4 m. Hg.

Blear»’ work also shows that the equivalent pressure can

be lowered significantly by reducing baffle te pemture even 

by moderate mounts. Thus using Apieson B a fivefold reduction 

in pressure should result if the temperature of the diffusion 

pump baffle and flap valve assembly (at present water cooled) 

were lowered from the usual value of about 15°C to 0°C. bach 

a reduction could easily be achieved with a small refrigerator 

unit.

For everyuay indication of pressure, -ho triode gauge hue 

several disadv ntiigcs, vis. -

(i) there is always the possibility of damage through

operation at too high a pressure

(ii) continuous operation, sometimes useful, will result in

earlier fikcaunt failure as well as a gre ter likelihood

of (i) ac curring sooner or later.

(iii) unless the operator is familiar with it the use of the

control circuit is not absolutely straightforward.

It was therefore felt vorthshile invertipstlng tho possibilities 

of a cold-cathode or Philips gauge.

Philips Ionieation Gouge. In this device, developed by fenilng 

(Pe 37), the Construction and the use of a nagnetic field result 

in the ionising efficiency of an electron being so increased that 

a stable d.c. discharge Is possible at pressures as low as



Brass body



Fig. 27 Philips Gauge Circuit

Fig. 29 Protection Circuit
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hot cathode gauge*  listed above, on the concrary it cannot be 

damaged by high pressura operation, at bast not in the 

form adopted here (in an all glass construction sputtering might 

bo serious at high pressures). Its power supply is simple and 

does not need regulation, while the discharge current itself
* s

which is used to measure pressure, can be read on a micro-am ctor,

lhe only protection nocessary is a saries resistor which prevents,

excessive overloading, of the meter or power supply. To uss the

gauge the qpsrator has only to turn on the H.T.

Gauge construction Is shown in Fig 26 and Plats 23 and the 

power supply in Fig. 27, it can be seen attached to the system 

in Plato 21. By bringing out the cathode load through the G.T.M. 

seal leakage current between anode end ground is not measured, 

wtille the possibility of a sputtered film forming on the glass is 

largely eliminated by the use of side tubes. The permanent 

magnet has e field near the axis of 1250 gauss. k

Properties of gauges of this form have been fairly fully 

ttMHMNt ta*  ttMUi ad . keritag (ta

nmgnvt alignment is not critical - this concurs with the writer's 

observations, not better than 10/ consistency should be expected 

from the some g uge in prolonged use - of no consequence here, 

spe dal cathode met«rials like thorium or zirconium seem quire 

unnecessary - they found copper, brass, nickel umongst others, 

to give similar sensitivities and also proved the discharge to be 

independent of secondary ends don from the cithoco. Aluminium 

is sometimes quoted as a good cathode material but Garrod
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Fig.28 Philips Gauge Calibration



and Gros*  (Ga 48) showed it to be little superior to nickel 

and presumably therefore copper suffers little, if at all, 

compared with luniiniuin.

The present gauge connection has rather a low speed so 

that some time is required for outgassing especially if ths 

system has just been up to atmospheric pressure.' Fig. 28 is 

an approximate calibration obtained by comparison with the 

triode gauge. It will suffer from the disadvant ges already 

dlscu sad arising out of thp presents of oil vapour.• *

Leak detection. Large leaks are always shown by ba elding pu.cp 

performance and they oan be located by the effect of alcohol 

or acetone on the discharge. Leaks which are umall enough 

to allow use of the diffusion pump are found most easily by 

one of che methoue discussed bplo .

Two forms of adjustable leak were used vis. a rubber»
tube with pinch-cock clamp and a screw in a plug with a soft

copper washer under the head. Both Philips an . hot cathode 

gouges aro useful) the latter is best used as a «lode with the 

control circuit selector swi ch set accordingly. .mission is 

more sensitive to the presence of e.g. oxygen or ether vapour 

than is Che ionisation current (e.g. La 48). However a regulated 

mains cupply, derived from a constant voltage transformer, is 

necessary to ensure that the diode current is constant except

... . . ith g, l.s t'ii ch n ■. h

current can be seen directly on the 5 mA moter, while the bucking 

circuit (Fig. 24) is necessary for the very small ones. Hie
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AV10A fil want is insensitive to introduction of the test gas 

until about 30 minutes after switcliing on, during which period 

the eni-sion first rises, then falls and finally rises again. 

In what follows it is convenient to express leak magnitudes 

in a of Philips gangs current, the ultimate pressure of tho 

tight system being 8-9 p k ss read cm the Philips gauge.

Tho oumm.ry now presented represents the results of many 

measures tarts. The remarks assume that the only leak present 

is the one under teat.

Leak' Magnitude Most satisfactory method of detection.

40 ■ .. si large : Use Philips gauge with Hg or oiganic 

liquids carbon tetrachloride, acetone, 

other etc. Jith hydrogen the reading is 

halved, while the liquids g um a big in

crease, tenfold in the case of acetone.

* effectivans s of the liquids is partly

due to the way they are drawn into the 

leak, th. rob/ increasing Its magnitude.

15f*  - 4 p . cetane with x .1.0. still gives tenfold 

lucre sc. Diode ..ita oxygen gives large 

changes e.g. 5^ A falls to 3.8 mA for 

20p leak.

< Lbp Use etlwr on rag or oxygen with diode.

s.g. 12 pk other gives increase of IQQp A 8 4.5 mA. 

oxygen gives decrease of 100p A • 4.5 mA.

10 pk • • • 40pk@ 4.5 mA.
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(Ihen liquids ar© painted on directly, they suet be applied 

to the leak itself and not o.g. to a passage in communication 

with the leak. The gases have xne advantage of giving noticeable 

eifacts even when not played directly at the leak.

By means of the teste outlined it is possible to locate 

leaks fairly quickly, ©specially since there is usually some 

reason for Respecting a particular region, e.g. when a now 

component is added.

7.5. rrpiegtion ..Circuit. Fig. 29 shows the protection system 

for the diffusion pump and ionisation gauge supply circuit . 

Its function is to disconnect these units from the mains in the 

event of cooling water or high vacuum failure, at the same 

time ringing alarms) these also ring should the mains themselves 

f 11. . ftilips gauge current of 110 jjA will actuate tho vacuum

protection section, corresponding to a pressure at the 

accelerator tube base of*10*4  m,, fig.

The protection is not complete 14. it does not close the 

valve in the backing line and let air into the bucking space 

ir. -he event of mechanical pump failure, but is quite adequate 

since there is always somebody close enough to do whatever may 

bo necessary.



SViEER Bi SOISLBEL RK5 C^g:HIE!3 TOTUEE OEURATIQN.

Insulating Pronertlcc of V-belts.

Examination of tho problem, show*  that belts are more 

convenient than shafts as insulating drives for the ion source 

alternator and the rectifier filament generators. Total 

leakage down the belts ust be minimised and a maximum of 

100 jJt. effective drain on the output (not all the belts form 

leakage paths between this point and erth) should be aimed at. 

with a view to tooting the efficacy of V-belte, which were known 

to have proved satisfactory elsewhere, it was originally planned 

to so drive the alternutor, then 200 kV above ground. lfanu*

k facturors*  design data showed that 2 B-section belts would bo 

necessary and the geometry gave their length as 93". All 

locally av ilable brands of belt were tried end found i r too
jKleaky. It was known th t a cert in brand had been used at

Melbourne University whore an A200 had show not more than 4//A 

leakage at 900 kV • ..lien 2 B93 belts of this brand were obt ainod 

it was surprising to find each gave about 400//A at 200 kV.

It seemed unlikely th t the larger dimens Isos of the B section 

could account for this difference) some tests of V-belts were 

subsequently carried out by JJJ.Canpbell ll.de., at Melbourne 

University, but meanwhile s shaft drive was adopted.

Campbell's results, taken at 600 kV are,

Eunlop l&sdgropo

ll.de
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t, type Drain

A 200
A 200
B 193
B 173

2.5// .
4 . //A
18 p
9 p

while earlier he confirmod thnt BV3 belts had an excessive leakage, 

«■s 1 u. rirntag •■.'// al iri MF*  ta riri riri Itat Mak gs 

current is not a function of potential gradient alone. It is 

clear however th t the B» section belts required for driving tho 

alternator when it is at 600 kV, will be all right because their 

lengths will be of the order of 240"•

For each filament supply generator,* simplo A-section belt 

will be necossaryi each 2 H.P. motor in Fig. 4 will therefore have 

a 3-groove pulley. Generator anu motor pulley diameters will be 

close to 6" end 4" respectively, exact values depending on tho 

generator voltego/specd characteristic. Motors will h vo to bo so 

placed that the two shortest belts on each aide are sufficiently 

long to provide the required insulation. further tests will be 

necessary to determine the minimum allowable length for A-section 

belts.

•2« pp.. y.^reg,,

thin support will be by 2 vertical 105" long paxolin tubes 

i.d. x 10g" o.d. 6 paxolin tubes, of the same length but

1 ” i.a. x 2?" o.d. have been provided for struts between t/io 

plat fo de and the walls.



Fig.30 Possible Regulator
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3.

With a probable total drain of 2 mA the ripple amplituae 

st 600 kV v.111 be about 1/. Unies» chis is reduced in some 

way, it will not be possible to »Jce full use of available beam 

curi-ents when using the magnetic analyser*  In addition, non

periodic H.T. fluctuations due to changes in wins voltage, 

rectifier filament current and total drin also cause the 

deflected beam to drift and introduce uncertainty in the exact 

bombarding energy.

The fundamental component of the ripple (which io of 

approximately square wave form) ana other rapid fluctuations 

could be balanced by insertion of a voltage of suitable amplitude, 

end phase either at the bottom of th© load condenser stack or a 

separate condenser stack altogether. Titterton his su t t d 

tho second method whore -ho condensers ar© part of a resiert nco- 

cupacity filter (H 52) •

Both periodic and non-periodic ohanges could bo regulated 

against by employing some scheme such as that shown in Fig*  30 

which is an extension of conventional methods as used on low 

voluago supplies. It is more convenient to e ploy an "earthy*  

sexies regulator than one at high potential although the latter 

has been used on a 200 kV set (Do 50). However the d.c.

.. ...11. t r toMN ■- MM lai if M rote o rtbM iM& MUM

link to the series tube (Pe 48) - such a coupling arranger ent 

would also illow us® of more than one series tube. The most 

satisfactory msthod of deriving sa error signal would bo by 

allowing the beam current to pass between 2 Insulated Jaws at
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the magnet exit) any difference in the currents to the Jaws, 

which uro connected to earth via resistances, c uses them to 

assume different potentials thus providing the error voltage 

(Be 46).

An alternative approach, and the one preferred by the writer 

would be to Increase the H.T. supply frequency'to 200-500 c.p.s. 

using a motor-alternator sot, the alternator field control 

dot o ruining output voltage. This is unlikely to require any 

modification to the H.T. transformer, because increase in 

hysteresis loss is practically balanced by the decrease in flux 

density. Assuming an increase to 200 c.p.s. the ripple would 

immediately be reduced to 0.25$ amplitude) there would be a 

corresponding reduction in AV with a consequently smaller 

dependence of output voltage on total drain, so th t output 

changes duo to thia cause would bo more easily cared for. 

Moreover an R.G. filter in the output becomes a worthwhile 

proposition - there are three condensers which could be so used 

in the circuit of Jig. 31 to achieve an attenuation factor for 

the 200 c.p.s. component of 75.

In this way ripple could be reduced to negligible pro

portions and it would remain only to regulate agsinst the non

periodic variations, which will bo in the nture of alow drifts 

sines tho input is no longer dorivod from the mins) this 

could be dono easily by using the error signal to control the 

altera tor field current. If desired this signal could now 

b© derived from a generating voltmeter, for the regulator would 

no lungur be concerned with the high frequency component in the 
output.
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A£ceiiJ2^..tube.

Owing to «he offset of neutral particles in producin

secondary electrons, the 6" diameter accel» rator tube in its 

present form is rather small for extension to 600 kV. rieuuction

of the focussing lens aperture diameter below its presont 1" 

would begin to limit the transmitted buainj on the basis of a 1" 

aperture, the geometry Bhows that neutrals would strike the

accelerator els «trades in the second half of the tube. <Iiile

thia problem could bo overcome by the use of a 1» rger diameter 

tube, electrodes and vertical pumping line, it is a preferable 

that a solution be found -«hi ch enables the use of the present tube.

Lamphere and Robinson have described a tube in which the 

electrode form is such that any electrons produced are either 

returned to the surface of origin or have trajectories hich 

take ihem dear of other electrodes, (La 52). Another appro; ch 

is the use of diaphragms in each accelerating section bo th t 

secondaries can traverse only onegap. Neither of these is a 

satisfactory solution here,for retrograde tube cu rent la not 

eliminated entirely.

The uost profitable course of investigation seems to be 

to change the focussing system to one such as io .doptod when 

differential pumping is used (Al 51, El 53, < Ila 48, La 47).

It is then nooessary to focus the ions into a near parallel beam 

through a small aperture before entering the accelerator tube. 

By providing alternative pumping channels, bypassing the 

focussing lens, a similar system c>uld be used hero and neutral 

particles would then be unable to striko tube electrod©a.
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The main problem would bo to ensure high focussing efficiency 

through the aperture limiting the solid angle of neutrals, 

which would need to be not more than i” in diameter if it were 

5" from the source canal. Hall (Ha 4c) was able to focus 

60/ of the source output through a 3 ran. aperture. Unfortunately» 

lack of timo has prevented the writer railing-a close study of 

the question.

The preBent tube cover 1b not intended for operation at

600 kV, when more core will bo necessury to eliminat» sharp 

edges and comere.

u.5. Ion euurce.

Moak,Roesa and Good (Mo Bl) have described an r.f. ion 

source giving over 1 mA of protons with only 60 watts dissipation 

in th< source. Main reason for chiu improvement is, they claim, 

the reduction of the probe sleeve diameter to about 4.75 ran., 

although they say that the disch rge intensity was increased 

by the use of a magnetic field. with higher electric field 

strengths in the sleeve, it was found necessary to make it of 

fused silica to avoid drmage by sparking.

In our case the source envelope v.ns cleaned with nitric 

acid and ruiued vnlh distilled water ■ gave proton percent'-res 

about 85/ in agysnasmt with the statement made by these authors. 

They claim that treatment with dilute HF followed by distilled 

water rinsing will give percentages of 92-Mjt

It would therefore seem of valuo to try source with the 

extraction system modified, end the glass cleaned in the manner 
described.



L parallel beam induent upon the 90° magnetic analyser 

is focussed in the plane of deflection or vertical plane to 

give line focus at the deflection clvunbor exit. This io a 

special case of the well known 180° focussing property of a 

unifirm field. In the plane nt right angles ho ever, bc(ja 

width is unchanged (hereafter this plane will be called the 

horisontal plane since it is so after deflection, w.iicii is the 

interesting region). If a slightly convergent beam is incident, 

the magnetic focus will new be Just inside the deflection region 

while in the horisontal plane the linage distance, measured say 

from the analyser entr nc® will be unaffectod by the field. 

Thus the magnet could be said to be astigmatic.

An unfortun-te result of thia effect la that it la not 

possible to obtain well focussed deflected beams, making full 

use of tho ion currents available. hen snail beam cress- 

section© are required at the target, the beam trlmracra oust be 

used. 'Shut is required io a moans of shifting the magnetic 

focus to coincide vita that in ©he horisontal plane if thia ia 

possible, so that a true focus con be obtained at the target 

itself. In thia way the whole avail ble proton current cculd 

be used over very ©a ill nroa. It is knov.n tit this problem 

has beer, solved by suitable field shaping where, Inst end of 

the magnet sector edges being at right angles to the beam as in 

the present case, they are inclined at aoma angle /> (e<;. 52)

The writer has therefore investigated the question.

In Fig. 32 a bcc-n is converging to fora u point image
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womedlstance from tho tc gnat entrance, where the edges arc 

inclined as shown.

If <*■ • angle of convergence before deflection

u = distance of virtual object beyond magnet entrance

t • beam width t entrance « uh.

r * radius of trajectory in field

% " angle of convergence in vertical plane towards

magnetic focus

v • magnetically focussed iunge distance beyond magnet exit

then it follows from the geometry that

u(l • tan2/? -+- /3

A .-4 /3.;± /3

v » * IT"7 If_______
♦ (1 • tan2/?; -+• tan/?

These results are easily checked by taking special c see e.g.

a parallel incident beam with/3 ■ 0° and 45°.

vidently the desired remit is v ’ u - r ~ for u -2 2
is the distance bey one the magnet exit of the im-age in the

aoiixantal plans*  There is no unique value of/3 for which this 

is true independent of u• iho case of fl - 45*  immediately 

yields v « u - r ,.hich is not very far from the required value, 

especially if ui>r. This is not usually the case however.

In the present case, the folio ing values are appropriate;

r * 32 on, u « 100 cm, v 3 50 cm; yielding tho solution/^ * 43.5°.

Suppose now th» t the incident boom has t 3 1 cm. ind the 

electrostatic focussing is altered to make u 3 80 cm. what is he 



effect on the focussing which will be astigmatic once mors? 

o< • 1/30, sad this is still ths angle of convergence in ths 

horizontal plane vhere the image is 30 cm. beyond the magnet*  

In the vertical plane v is found to be 36.6 os. and X• l.:/80. 

Instead of a single point image therefore a line about 1 ran. 

long would appear at each focus, with a circle, of least confusion 

between. In practice, the true imge will h ve finite uimensions 

and the effect of defocussing *ould  bo relatively less.

Thus even with a find value of/3 , both vertical and hori

zontal foci will be reasonably close and good current cencitius 

obtainable at the target, el no© different targets will til ways 

bo much the same distance from tho magnet. However there la no 

need to adopt a fixed /3 | different values earn bo provided 

for by having a selection of iron wedges which can be fitted into 

a suitably machined race sin tho polo face, or if this recess 

wore cylindrical, one set of orttactamta would bo enough, for 

then /3 BmV be selected at will for the most satisfactory 

results.

Such a modification to the magnet oamtimgs could bo made 

very easily end would in the writer’s opinion be well worth while 

for the consequent increase in useful deflected beams.

Vacuum system.

It Is reconi funded that a email refrigerator unit be 

installed to cool the diffusion pun? baffle and flap valve to 

as low a temperature as can be rcaoonably achieved. As was 

shown in 7.4 this will slgnific ntly lo or the vapour pressure of 
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oil in the system which should result in an ixprovomnt of 

tube insulation, reduce beam loss in the tube (7«1) while at the 

sul*>  time diffic lties due to oil films on targets would be less.

It has already bean determined by correspondence with the 

pump manufacturers, that- cooling the baffle to temperatures even 

as low as -flO°C would be unlikely to result in failure of tho 

associ tod vuouum seals. Ho.ever tciaper urea between 0®C and 

-2O°C should prove quite sufficient for the purposes Intended.

If more effective refrigeration is necessary to prevent oil

films furuing on targets, it would best be achieved by the uso

of a thimble trap dose to ths target i-solf •

Another desirable feature would be the provision of a 

small refrigerated pumping oystem attached to the target ohnnber 

itself, oince tlxis region beyond the m.gn t Is purped very•/
slowly and outgassing is observed to take a long time with 

the present arrangements; same bcara current is probably lost 

here as a rebult of the high pressure. This situation ie 

aggravated by the f ict th t the region hae often to be let up to 

atmospheric pressure. Additional pumping speed will be essential 

if at any time fine slits h ve to be introduced before the target 

e^,_. vo ic^rove energy resolution or define the incident beam 

direction very closely. Refrigeration combined with he-ting of tar

gets where necessary would entirely elinin te difficulties out

to oil contaninution
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Fig.34 Angular Correlation
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«Uftth 9i GliaarRAbT TION FROM 12G*  PtflDlTO «

OF 1]-B,

artnwffclfi» •
The reaction i:^B(p -)12q^ £s convenient for study with

the low energy accelerator because it shows a resonance nt 

162.8 keV with a half width C of 5 keV (Ito 49); Decay of 
the 12C*  poBBibia ia several ways illustrated in Fig. 33.

Last year ih® writer, at Dr. Farley's suggestion, began a study 

of the possibilities of the reaction) at the same time a grant 

deal of imporcant information became avail ble in the 

liter Lure. Although many possible lines of investigation h ve 

been covered, there still aeon sono experimentc which should 

be carefully repeated, as well as one which has not yet been done.

The present position concerning the relevant excited jt.tes 

of «C ia now given) this is based partly upon the surtrnry of 

AJsonborg and Lauritsen and partly upon the writer's own e: ir.it ion 

of <4ic literature.

ij-Qap,.oa

Sig. 33 shows the level sobenie most consistent with uhe 

ejqpci-imenvul evidsneo. .1 dec; y possibilil .co are racon nt 

Gj 52). aotii o^( ma y( have anisotrupio angul r distributions 

(Hu 52, Til 52) which require the participation of p pro Lons 

(/■ 1) in xhu ionuation of the compound nucleus. Tho proton 

intrinsic a ., is even and that of a wave of odd c io odd)
since

it follows that tho 16 I eV level will have parity +• ^/thri of 

is probably - • 
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oince both ®Be and d, have Intrinsic parities +, and sero 

spin, it follows that their orbital angular momentum suet be 
that of the 12C*iand  further the parity of the relative motion 

is also that of the ^2C*  • Therefore the excited state must 

have odd J, odd parity or even J, even parity. Now consider 

the possible J*s.

Combining the spin of 3/2 with the proton spin, 

channel spins of 1 and 2 are Been to be possible. Together 

with / • 1, the following states might arise,

from channel 1, (o +), [1 + ), (2-4-)

and from channel spin 2, (1+), (2+), (3+).

It follows from ths previous paragraph that only (0-+), (2-*-)  

are permitted and finally (0+) is excluded because J 3 0 would 

require an isotropic distribution, contrary to observation.

Assuming the level schomo shown (the*  is good evidence 

for the designation, 24-, of the 4 MeV level), the possible 

angular correlation of the irgtadt gssssas y, and fa with 

respect to the incident proton beam have b en calculated by
result

.■ ■- 1.: ?■:;. . * 1 51 . ■ 1 0, J eZj 9 I 1 IN

probability of aLsultanoouely observing and J\.at angles 

of 0L respectively to the proton beam, / being the dihedral 

angle between the two planes as shown in Fig. 34. The 

individual angular distribution functions for or are 

easily obtainable by ensuring over all values of and or

&t and 9^ respectively. Alt the equations contain a parameter

x, which is the fractional contribution of ah nnel spin 1 to

the compound state.
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Ro ported measurements arc for f( 6, ), f(S,7o,o) end

(Hu 52» Aj 52) and for f(£,5,^) (Le 52). These

resuite taken a little above resonance are»

f ( 0, ) « 1 + (0.23 ± ..>.04) cos2 &,

f(0„o,o) 9 1 + (0.39 ± 0.15) QO62 <9,

f(9u§,0) ■ 1 - (0.2 ± 3.1) oos2 6>/

*(?>4’0) ■ 1 +(0.365 ±0.06) cos2^

The first three of those results and also that of Thomson 

et.al. (Th 52) for the ground state alphas» are consistent . ith
while the last requires x = 0.5

a vslue of x * 0.7/whisk would however wan that the o£( and 

distributions could wot be anisotropic as observed. Glattii 

and -toll (Cl 51) havo also measured the "ngulnr distributi on 

of y, and JTj but their data an-, interpret Lion do nut seen 

to the writer to be consistent with those of anyono oleo. I is 

interesting to notice that of seven nuclear reactions ex ine>.

by Christy (Ch 53), thio is the only one where the apparently 

correct choice of Channel spin nixing ratio i.e. 7/3, is not 

consistent with the application of one or other of the uuut 1 types 

of coupling between angular n»mi,ntum vectors in tho nucleus.

The 16 MeV ground state radiation » althMitfi rwwnant

at 163 kV is el so know to be inotropic to It in 10/ (Aj 52).

If it is truly Isotropic then it cannot arise from the 2 

level for the rnisotropy of tho 12 14o>V radi tion shows that the 

level substatee are not uniformly populated. The existence of 

other levels itn different parity is shown by the interference

Y’
(Aj 52, Th 52). Perhaps the ground state radiation originates from



one of these) if this is the cs.se ho over the levels sust

coinciao within present limito of resolution.

• Sufcg^rtod experiments.

It is evident from the above that careful measurements

should be mode of

(i) the angular correlation of and fa with a view to 

improving the st tistics and in particular checking, 

the result of Lewis.

(ii) the angular distribution of jfj , to settle the

question of whether or not tho radiation is in fact

isotropic. If Justified by tho accuracy of the results,

the small corrections for contra of muss motion and

Doppler effect could be made (De 49).

(ill) the angular distribution of Jfj. , which for any assumed 

level achene, must be anown to be consistent with the 

observed distribuxion of , i.e. f( 6/) on. the

.Jw. . c. .v .. L: .-nctioi .

To secure highest possible accuracy in those experiments 

large beam currents would be desirable) the accelerator available 

can provide these. At the same time high efficiency <,&msxa 

defection mould bo sought; this will be possible through the
a

use of/edntillatlai detector, wish should also pcnriLt seloction 

of the desired gamma component.

A stable target is necessary for use with strong beams;

to avoia excessive heating it should be no tiiicker tiinn neeess ry. 

For sane experiments, e.g. investigating the variation of angular 



distribution functions with energy, thin targets might be 

preferable.

FroliBdnarv e xneri. meat alwfr.

bcintill- tion detector. Dr. Furley ana RD ./hits have 

investigated ths pulse height spectrum of several arrangements 

for long liquid phosphor cells(terphenyl in xylene) att ched 

to photomultipliers, using the gamma raoiution from a thick 

pressed boron target. No groups are apparent so far 

although the 16 cm. long cell was expected to show some. 1 is 

has boon attributed to variation in the light collection 

efficiency from different parte of the phoephorf corroboratory 

evidence was provided when the sane scintillation detector 

was compared with one u a Ing a stilbone crystal for detection of 

tho d.d. neutrons (10.5). hereas the litter shoved a goou 

plateau tho former haa none at all. A new perspex cell with a 

perspex light pipe has just been made which 1b expected to n_ ve 

fur superior light collection properties (Ga 5d)• If possible, 

results obtained with thia cull will be included in this thesis. 

The phosphor is a solution of terphenyl in phenylcyclohexane 

(3 gn/litre) plus 0.01 g. /litre of diphenylhexetriune whose 

function is to »11 ft the terphenyl esuisHon spectra into the 

visible where the perspex absorption is less .nd the photocat ioce 

efficiency higher than for the ultraviolet•

Tun ote. Thick presued boron targets have been used for the 

work described above and also in measurements required in tho 
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interpre-ation of hin target eata. Initially amorphous boron 

was prussee into a recosa in an oluminiuiy plate, the recess 

being in diameter and -$■ deep. Thio target was badly eroded 

after some use; boron was found scattered all round the target 

chamber, while that remaining in the target stood up in pinnacles.

The follo<ng modification was therefore tried. The recess 

was mads in diameter and the boron, this time with a very 

small amount of water glass added, was pressed into a layer about 

1/16" thick. It - s heatod gently over a bunsen to set the glass. 

Although it developed cracks, this target lasted longer th n the 

first*  It is not certain whether this improvement is duo to the 

presence of ths binder or the fact that the second target will 

operate st a lower temperaturo for the some beam current. ith 

* current of 100pA, these thick, poorly conducting targets become

white hot in spite of cooling the backing piece.

ith a view to developing a technique of miking thin targets 

for the boron experiments, G.J.Toe has deposited thin boron ,

layers on aluminiri buckings?, by means of the ttonoal decomposition 

of boron hydrides, mini/ B2Hg, which are prcptireu by the action 

of phosphoric acid on aluminium boriuc.

Target tiiicknoeses h vo been ohockec by t king iieU curves 

ana oppl ing tho well kno n formula© applicable to rcsonunce yields 

(Fo 48). Figs. 35 and 36 show the thick target yield curve 

and that for the thickest de osited boron target eo ar prepared. 

Yielcs were acraured by a tmmll Geiger tube burrounued by 3/16" 

of Pb placed in a cofinite position relative to the target. 

Owing to the fluctuations in resolved roton urrent arising from
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©norgy variations, th© target current was integrated using a 

©implo grind on ser, thyratron olrouit **101*1  ng a scaler. Yields 

are then expressed relativo to a cans >mt nudser of current 

integrator counts. Thick target yield, ignoring the ©Tieci of 

the euall quantity of sodium silicate, is of tho order expected 

from tne published resonance areas section <7"» and half f”

(AJ 52), using tho expression

Yowuc («0 ) • £ ‘ disintegration^/proton

stopping cross section of target per dis- 

integrable nucleus.

Th© scatter in the points on the thin t rgoi curve arises 

mainly because the deposit was not centr-J-ly situ tod on the 

backing plat© with the result th t not .11 of the beam wb always 

incident on the target. -Thickness, as caloalated from tho 

—si win yield wi refers represent a lower limit.

The abscissae of Figs. 35 and 36 ar© ths resistance voltmeter 

scale reading and the squ ire of magnet current respectively • - 

The doubtfill value of he former had not been discovered ion 

this thick target yield was t on. Only the extrapolated 

maximum yiald is usod from Fig. 36; the rosae co position is 

taken from Fig. 19«

Fran - mo mat h If-v'Eth T of Lhi:. t rgot yiold ';<■

£

giving £ • 13.3 keV. The diepl cc

consistent with a con-inting <11« of thickness t given by 

t 4- £/t s 3, i.c. t.- 1.3 keV. Owing to the uncertainty in the
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energy scale, this figure is not very reliable however. - If it

is assumed th t both Lui ci. and chin targets are of identical

« c_ 1'. ....- 1'rSI

This gives $ * 0.18 r • 0.9 keV. whilst energy fluctuations 

will tend to reduce Y*̂ ( £ )> it seems fairly sertuin th t this 

last assumption is incorrect, i.e. th© thin target is not pure 

boron. The uncertainty In the energy scale, is not sufficient 

to «hangs ths order of calculated therefrom.
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10 »1 • Introauction.

Ea suits of experiments on ^catering of neutrons by ^He 

indicate th t the ground state of ^He is P.3/2 wi'* ’h a P_ level 

about 3 MeV higher, both being broad, (Aj 52) • French and 

Treacy (Fr 51) h ve also investigated the ground state by a 

method which su gestod the experiment for which wo are now 

prop-ring. Their approach will therefore be eunuari©ed.

®He, although very short lived, ( T == 10-1® seo. «1 37) 

exists long enough in the reaction ^Li (d,«Q ®Hs for the <A to 

form a definite group at th® end of tho continuum due to the 

alphv-p rti-l~s iron foiled in -x cxq .".ion it cti-n

'Li(d n)'Be • 5llo is unstable w.r.t. decay into ** 2 * “ Dy 

about 1 15eV. It is therefore possible to diiferenti to between 

the end tho continuum end hcneo detondlno the angul r 

corx'olution of the oL, and tho corresponding c* 4. French and

whose energy is about 7 LieV was detected in a definite direction 

and all the corresponding whisk are confined to a cone of 

semi-angle 10° wore accepted in a wide angle chamber -hero their 

differen-ial pulee height spectrum was measured. The function 

describing the spectrum le ths angul r correlation function. 

-ix*ect  meaourenent of the angalar distribution of tho oC*.  within 

the 10° cone would be practioall/ irpos ible but their rather 

neet approach nukes use of the fact that the angular distribution 
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function of a particle in the centre-of-muss frame is the same 

as its energy distribution function in the laboratory frame.

Their result for the centre-of-muss distribution was 

f(9) • 1 +' (1.2 ± 0.1) ein2d. This excludes a omlnunt 

contribution from a P£ stave which would be isotropic (because 

no po«er of cos Q can be present in the distribution higher 

than 2J-1 vaen J is half-integral)• At tne same time their 

result is not inconsistent ith a pure B3/2 state although the 

accuracy doos not permit definite conclusions to be drawn.

Now the neutrons from “'ll© breakup, although having the 

same centre-of-masa distribution as the alphas, appear in a 

ouch wider cone (semi-angle about 47°) on account of their 

higher velocity. Dr. Ihrley therefor© suggested the present 

experiment where it is proposed to measure the distribution 

directly.

10. Reaction ..DymimiCu.

Tn use wore investigated by the writer and .L .Budding n< 

th© main results are seated here.
f

ft Slid ng ths reactions 7Ll(d,<^t)5H® and ^Ie(- <^i_)n

to h ve q values of 14.2 and 0.9 MeV (Fr.51) and a aeutcron energy 

0.2 teV, and using the usual methods (I a 47) the following were 

calculated,

(i) energy at angle of detection in laboratory frame i.o.

130° (10.3). This eipials 7.42 U»V and th© particle will

therefor© have a ran e in air of 6.5 cm. (Be 50).
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Fig. 38 Normalised Angular Distributions of 
Neutrons in 9Be Space

50
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fix) the neutron energy as a function of iglo <p asayurod 

from the axio of the cone of eni-sion, ( ig. 37). This 

axis is inclined at 46*  to the deuteron beam. Ihe energy 

function is required to correct for the variation in 

detection efficiency of tho neutron c untor with 

neutron energy.

(iii) the neutron sn&ilar distribution functions in laboratory

space corresponding to centre-of-uass functionj f(0) ’ 1

sad f(0) - 1 + 1.2 sin2e . (Fig. 38). Thia is dene

to show the sort of tiling we may expect. Both distri

butions ore normalised eo that they give correct rates

per unit solid angle whoa multiplied by the appropriate

total disintegration rate.

ctually both Figu. 37 ;ne 3b apply to tho franco ’.-here the

ooapoun» nucleus ®Be^*  is at rest, but tho final transfer to 

laboratory coordlr: tee sill have little effect.

s of 6 and therefore 

two neutron energies. Although at any angle < 40° the low 

energy nvuirons ai of much lower Intensity (Fig. 38) allowance 

will bo necessary for their presence because they will bo detected 

with higher efficiency than the high energy group. Any observed 

departure from symmetry of tho distribution about the cone axis 

will indicate the extent of back-scatter from nerl 

which are not syicuctrioal w.r.t. this axis.

lb.3 . . - i ,

iig. 39 shows «he general rrangu ..i
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P- Preamp. D— Discriminator

C — Coincidence unit t= Olps S — Scaler

Fig.39 5He Experiment
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Budding has designed the target chamber and developed

j .: J' i .... C<(

M.Jc. thesis (Du 53). The counter la an end window typo

(G. .C. G,M«4.) with its usual aluminium window replaced by a

iuicu one 4.2 i^g./cm^ thick. Between the counter and the target

chamber is an air absox*ption  chamber sejarated from the litter 

with another trdn window. Air pressure in thia Chamber will 

be so adjusted that the 6.5 cm. alphas spend the lust 0.6 Cm.

of -heir range in the counter, us a result of the increase in.specific 

ionisation near the end of heir range, they will produce larger
alphas

pulsus then,/passing straight through. These lwger pulser ..ill 

ho selected ty the diocrimin tor. Lo.er rung© alphas in the ■
cur.tinu .. from 7Li (d ;) -Le^ -will not be re© . od, r.cit'.ci- .< 

the 12 cm. group fxxwi 6Li (dot) cl. If two of the latter were 

to pass through the counter simultenuouely, they could codinc 

to give a larger pulao which might be Indistinguishable from 

those due to -he 6.5 cm. particles. Calculation shore in feat 

that they loald contributo net more than about 0.5/ to the alpha 

counting rate •

y andK»E.Shite have prepared the M detector

which uses a stilbene crystal (1.9 a . dieua., 1.05 < .. high) 

in conjunction with an L.L'.I. 5311 photo-multiplicr. Its 

discriminator will be set so as to Just exclude noise. It 

can be mounted on i. light lu.iinium lattice beam which cm be 

swung in-o <xy uesirod position. .-omc teste :-lready ar de on

this c..- ..-4 ...... ..............



The oloctrnic .mi vs, dvoigned by Dr. F. rley are under 

construction. Number of coincidences will be expressed relative 

to lhe total alpha count A, c- km in tho saiao alms, -liica 

serves ea u enitor on the reaction. Because of v riutiuiis 

in the reaction rate resulting from beam current variations, 

beam shift otc. it is not satisf ccory to ©stimto ths ranuoa 

coincidence ri te directly from separately measured alpha and 

neutron rates. The random rate ..ill t..-refer© be measured 

directly using the delayed coincide.'.©© technique (Li 50) wherein 

one set of pul cs in delayed by an interval too 3hort for the 

occurrence of any change In reaction rate, ytt long enough to 

destroy the true coincidences.

Targets for th© t-iin experiment will be of vacuum evaporated 

lithium while preliminary work will bs cone with lithium 

hydroxide evaporated in the atmosphere. budding h s dcsljpiud 

and built the vacuum evaporation pl .v.t. A thick target will 

result in a range straggling of C.52 cm. wlJLch iu of - n .xuue 

order ?.3 :h© proportional counter resolving power. Thin was 

■saearod using th© 8.6 cn. alphas which wore found to give

a group of h Ifwldth 0.43 cm. Actually the effective struggling 

due to t.'ungct thickness -ill bo much Iocs -han 0.52 «a. -Lntc 

the yield from the lower levels will be much less than -h t at 

th© surface. The oentre-af-mass notion is ;uch that alphas from 

the bottom of tho utrgot begin with higher energies then those 

■from the surface) afterpmssing through die target their onerry

is 7.77 LuV comp, re J. -ith 7.42 for ho © produced at the surf>co.
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If in the <rcliiiinur/ work it is found difficult to separate 

the group from the oontinuu thin).er tergete wil.l be ue©< . 

Lose energy spreud would oca r if the alpha*  ere detected 

at 90° to the incident beam but for various reasons tills vas 

not considered possible (Du 53).

The proportional counter aperture ill subtend a total ngle 

of 5° at the target which gives a struggling of 0.24 co. in 

range. wu therefore have good gcoiactr/.

Target currants of about i p on a spot about 4*  square 

will bo used.

Fast neutron intensity t the location of the open tore 

will be a little above the toler nee r. tc of 109/cm2.see,

A eaacrutc wsu.1 of 3*'  thick blocks (two 1 yers if necessary) ill 

therefore be erected at the grea-eot possible -Lstnce from oho 

target thus ruling use of the attunu tion with dist nee tnd ;t 

tho ec^e tin*,  reducing -he effectu of back-scattering in tho 

oxperijuKui'b. J... /uy manipulatio of the molybdenum

shut-car (d*l)  .ik bus-.. cun . u tunnd ff ■ .ivj time to ptr.it 

adjustments to mc ..uxcc quite safely. It is Iso generally

useful, e.fe. to check b. ckgrounds and conserve target when nst 

counting•

•4. .;..vCi— QuUUww»-. re ecu.
I else figures for the 7Li (d,©<) ®f*e  yield are 

available. .Illinois at .al. ( i 37) give the yield ratio for 

7U (d,o<) 5tfo | Tu (d,<*)  5ils ■+7Li (d,n) 2« as 9 i 400



at 212 kcA' whereas Staub 1 btovuno (Lt 39) find the ratio

10 * 55 using O.L 1LV deuterons; at dot u.jhv time they ueduce 

uic r tio 2 I 8 from the publishes. curves in .i 37. as a 

conservative estir,tc therefore, the writer .. suuuoo the ratio 

1 » |0.

Those two reaction© account for all the neutrons arising 

in the deuteron boub-rdicent of Li the yield of which is

... ■....;_■. .of ox e.iai

(Jtes 37). This gives for a thiok target a total disintegration 

of C x IQT/boc. Q lJCy/A, or 5 x 10®/soc. for the ^Ile

-so arc assuaed to bexoctropio in laboratory spuoc,

then tho /ruction of alphus Entering -lie proportional counter 

will be s , Sts alpha rate is therefore

3 x 10*/sec.,  . iiich is also the affective*  source strength ^or 

the neutron counter, There will be 3 x 11P aeutrous/sec.

the cone of seidL-angle 46°, which

sources of true coincidences.

Tic c .. -nos rate is calc..-- -t- fox nt-es uf --1 ...x’

40° t ..io^ the unisotropie distribution function of Fig. 33 

and a scai-angle 2*5°  for the neutron c outer.

Counter efiiciuncy - 1 - ®~h.<r,x

where n « no. of H atoms/cc*

x ’ crystal depth • 1 cm,

O' . ..ex- . ...1 ...

of ths appropriate energy.



At U° the neutron energy ia -pproxiurtoly 4 MeV uad 

at 40° it is approximately 1.7 IfcA , fot ..xJ.ua CT 1© 1.9 b 

unu 3*5  b respectively (Ad 50). Using thu lox-mula Gy.ug l'or 

stilbene whose density iu 1.16 giq/cc. the two e-ficlancica are 

8.5/ end 16,, respectively. Hence the expected ooincidenoe 

rates or© -.33/see. and l.o/soc. respectively.

For th® purposes of eeaLa.ting the random coincidence rat®, 

ihu totul cuunting rate in uh© neutron enntur is required. 

Again, auwU<Ue he 6 x U7 neutrons/tec. .re distributed

isotropically .nu are detected with tn average efficiency of

G~

neutrons whose energies extend up to about 14 IhV), the total 

neu.nnx (wanting r Us 3 x lxP/®°c* Hence -l.v r.<^aa cuinc. 

rut© = 2 x 3 x 1G3 x 3 x IU3 x- IO”7

= l.Q/eec.

Th© -hove raeult© uro now te.triced.

Using a 230 keV aeutcron beam of 100 b A on & thick Li

target we at~y expect

slpaa counting rate

Lruo coincidence rate

randoiu c-iaciuexico rate

S 3 x le3/aec.

■ U.3g/uog. a c°

1.3/scc. O 40°

« l.c0»ec.

xixwrs it one fuxthor question conceralnt, sL Li tics.

Following Litt&uer, (Li 50) let the number of true, ruulom n 

tot; unaea taken in time t be C, R an.

x .u... . • x*  ..... a x’©u ■ . - < uuuucud ..un.ia , -- rd

xJ.ua
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doviutions are connected by

4 J • (4T)2 -+■ (4 R)£ ■ T + R

■ C 4- 2R

and (fractional error)2 in C is

(A&)2 . i+a
' c ' C C2

Thus the fractional standard error in C, cannot be less than
OR

which Livtauer has shown to be independent of source 
C2
ctrength (disintegration rate) . lor a given t ©hen, there 

is no point in Increasing the current beyond the st ge where

~ « 211 0« Aay 1 .urease does not
C C2
affect the statistical error but would actually increase orro.s 

caused by any inequalities in the T and R resolving tin® gates« 

vi-ciitiji in th*  present euse an increase in boa . ourrent

is desirable from uw point of view of improving ©he beat

._ Howev-r, calculating ©n the basis .

above counting rates, it follows that standard 0*1

the required counting times arc 45 and 5 minutes at U° end 4c° 

respectively, wit*.  intextus diale timvu —x the int. inodi—ts un,. ..e-•

Ml to SSVM v . . . .. -

in 16 positions, aiming -t 10/ standard error in each reasurement 

this will be repeated until finally an overall sujviard error 

of 2 ox 3/ is achieved.

10.5. irelimlnary test of neutron- detector.

Approximately mono-onergetic neutrons from the d-d reaction

were used to investigate the -ulse height specIrua of ©ho
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detect, or described briefly in 1G.2, end to seo that its 

efficiency is vf the expected order.

Plate 24 illustrates the act-up. lor this work Duadinc,

designed k houvy ice target chanter with liquid oxygea ivfrigeration) 

it wus used in conjunction < ith the shutter section uad the bean

are ad for deuteron currents abou- 2C^A. Targets

arced by evaporation from a small reservoir connected

via « stopcock aud were replenished regularly although t. ere was 

little doioriorution in 30 minutes operation.

In the photograph can be seen the swinging beam and photo- 

axiltiplicr cradle. «cin^ of aluminium strip ..a. angle, and uune

Low the phosphur, -he ben .

scattering. It can Lo levelled at th© base b, serous, its

jx wing sleeves on

the u-.in pillar and the angular position is shown by & gradu .ed 

Circlo <*lsu  carried by an adjustable sleeve.

xLn.. tor-analyser unit constructed by Dr*  Farli

w© u. id a scaler, allowing

count© to b© nude of all pulses above any desired height or 

only those in .ho selectee, chuanel. Pul-v- up t> 50 volts can 

be accepted an- ahunnel widths of C.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 3, 5, 7.5 are 

available.

For tho purpose of evaluating th© counts from the neutron 

detector at different angles and channel positions, the 

MUnber of disiutegr . tions is u-eu-ocd proportion 1 Lu the 

surxvaic iuue^r tor c ....iU-. i .«. 1.... ...< - c ; .'.as inte

grator has the sum© circuit s th t mcn«ioncu in 3.4, but with



Fig.40 Pulse Height Distribution- D-D Neutrons in
Stil bene

o 0-4
Pulte height
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& different condenser value vis. 500 pf + abou 500 pf of 

etrayb. This is charged by the beam current until at about 

220 volts it discharges through a rid. lips 1267 cold cathode 

thyratron (with grid tied to cathoue) when about 150 V appears 

aeroab the 11K resistor between cathode and ground) a suitable 

fraction of this is fed into a scaler. It is clear th t if 

the integrator is to function accurately in the face of 

large current variations, leakage resistance across the input 

conuunser must be wry 'llgh. E«g. ulthough the beam current 

may bo 20 u A most of the time it might fall occasionally to as 

low as 2 p A. Leakage resistance would have to bo about 1000 un. 

lor 1/t error at 20 P A and this would givo about 1($ error 

at 2|/A i*o*  tho pules rate would bo about 10^ low*  After 

suitable precautions ere taken the integrator was found to bo 

adequately linear with an absolute calibration of 4.25 counts/ 

uiicrocoulomb.

Analyser runs were tuken at several angles to the deuteron 

beam*  Fig. 40 shows an observed pulse height uistribution with 

the expected proton recoil spectrum fitted at Che half-v lue.

All ©he distribution curves shcu spreads in the Iiigh energy 

tall nuca larger than the expectce proton recoil spectrum (there 

io no need to consider the erbon recoils because their energy 

is much smaller, anc the light output per MeV much less, Po 52). 

The differences,which can bo duo to

(1) finite width of analyser channel

(ii) variation in average light output with proion energy &

statistical spread therein for given energy
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(iii) statistical fluctuations in photocathode omission for

given light input

(lv) statistical fluctuations in photomultiplier gain

(v) photomultiplier noise •

are now in the course of analysis by Dr. Farley and dnite.

Expected proton recoil spectra were determined by the writer

and Jtilto by the procedure now summarised.

The thick target was divided into layers 20 kV thick and 

the relative yield from each layer deterndned from the thick 

target exci tation curvo (Gr 52); each of these layers will give 

nearly saono energetic neutrons at any particular angle. 

Normalised angular distribution f .notions, f(^), in laboratory 

sp .co were determined for each layer*  taking t ie distribution in 

centre-of-moss space to be f(0) * 1 +-AC-) oos-6 here A(E) 

varies linearly with aeuteron eneigy E, from 0.16 at 0 to >.87 

at 200 keV (Ko 4b). Ths normalising factor for f(0) is easily 

shown to be 1 —■ • Also for each layer was found ths

variation of neutron energy with . Typical f (<f>) and neutron 

energy/0 carves are shorn in Jigs. 41 nd 42. The /latter 

Illustrate how the thick target neutrons are practically mono- 

energetic near 90°, although finite dotec-or angle will always 

Introduce on energy spread. By combining these results, tho 

neuiron spectra N(E) for the thick target at any angle nd 

incident deuteron energy on be found, e.g. Fig. 43. Proton 

recoil spectra N^-(E) are found from the 11(E) using -he relation 

111(E) 5 ) tiicro 1A(E) is tin recoil /roton spectrum 
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for neutrons with energy between E end E 4-d , whose croae- 

scction for scattering by hydrogen is (rt .

From tho calcula lions of the previous pe ograpa the 

number of neutrons passing through the phosphor con also be 

found proviued eoroe figure is assumed for the total neutron 

yield per micro coulomb of ceut crons at a partlculai*  energy, 

uhile thick target exci tation curvea obtained by different 

authors are similar in shape, the yield scales are not in agree- 

■Mnt. E«g. at 200 keV, figures of 1.25 x 106 neutrons/^ C

(La 37), 1.97 x 10® (Gr 52) and 1.8 x 10® (/Un 37, extrapolated

result) are given while Zinn und Geely's results (21 37) correspond

to a 200 keV yicla of about 1/5 th t given in Gr 52. In order

to provide some basis for calculation -he figure 1.8 x 10^ is

aesumod.

From the observed discriminator counts end the corresponding 

current integrator counts, the number of proton recoils per 

ndcrocoulomb cun bo estimated end hence the detector efficiency 

ound. This cun then be com ared with the ciflciency c 1culated 

from she phosphor composition and dimensions together with 

tiie known scattering at J so- section. Results of those calcu

lations are tabulated.

Angle
Efficiency y

Calculated Observed Calculated Obscrvod
0° 10.4/ 6.5 0.89 0.93

60° 10.9/ 6.7 0.93 0.96
100® 11.75/ 7.0 1 1
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Vari tian of p with is due of course to the 

dependance upon f> of neutron energy and hence aca-Loring 

cross-section. flicioniri.es vary as *enticipaied  with (J) but 

the agreement between calculated and observed values of

/ytoo is not good, Factors affecting the efficiencies are,

(i) uncertainty in yield from pure heavy ice -argot,

(ii) uncertainty in purity of -arget due to oil contamination,

(iii) uncertainty in bombarding energy which affects both yield

and neutron spectrum; the energy assumed here is nigh,

(the culGulationewere made before ©he energy sc le was

fixed)

(iv) presence of small quantity of Hg in the deuteron beam,

(v) neutron scattering in target chamber and from nearby

walls, etc.

All of (i) ....(iv) and probably (v) will tend to bring th© 

calculated and observed efficiencies ne rer agreement.

For the purposes of the $11© experiment, it is Intended to 

assume the variation of detector efficiency with energy to be 

proportional to the scattering cross-section. The effect of 

factor (v) here will be considerably reduced by the coincidence 

teuinique although this will not eliminate counts from n&>trona 

within the cone of emission but pasdlng clear of the phosphor 

initially.

flicioniri.es


H

C'| 

ci

C3

Fig.44 Multiplier Analysis
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Considering first a three stage generator, it is convenient 

for the purposes of analysis, to follow Mitchell (11 45) 

splitting tiw circuit as in Fig. 44.
.s • ' * s'

Suppose charge s^/cycle passes through the load R. It is 

evident that in addition to supplying charge steadily at tills 

rate, Cg must also supply the same amount Q to Cj1 via 

during the negative half-cycle charging period. At the sane 

time, C3 supplies 2Q via Tj1 and Tg1 to Cjj1 while C31 receivos 

3Q from the transformor via Tjl , Tg1, T3I. During the 

positive half-cycle ch rging interval, die feod condensers C^-, 

CjA*  C31 lose charges Q, 2Q, 3Q to the load condensers C^,02,83 

respectively. Thus ©edh load condenser go s a charge in 

excess of what it losos to the corre ponding feeu conusnser, 

and tills is the charge supplied to the load.

If all recti iers were conducting for the sano length of 

time, then the various c rrent pulses would bo additive in 

the condensers to w ich they ar© common as shown in Fig. 45. 

This condition will hold approximately if i is small• Tho 

interval between ©barging periods is then very nearly 

and the expression for the ripple, 6 V, given in 2.1 oan bo 

written down.

For calculating the voltage drop AV, tube drop, 

capacity in shunt wi-h rectifiers, tog- ther ith transformer 

resistance) an- leakage rot c once an ignored. -hen C3 is
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charged from C31, th© latter loses charge 3q so C3, instead of 

reaching <he potential 2E, roaches only 2E - .

This then is its potential when discharge to the loan begins. 

Cg loses 2q to Cgl durin the latter's ch rging period, which 

occurs after C3 has lost (j/2 to R. Therefore Cg1 is charged to 

potential 2E - ftQ - 2.5w . Similarly it follows th t Co
C? Cs

is charged to potential 2E - 3Q - ?.5q 2Q and to
C? C3 ~ cjr

2E - - ex» - Luk _ k__ •
C3* C3 Cg*  Cg C]l

From these expressions tho overall voltage arap 4 V is 

easily calculated and tho more general c se follows in tho same 

way. Thus for aio n stage rjultiplior,

AVn • q.
V

“ lA1 4-1 J
AV„.. . JUL. +H_=-1 + «LX-1 0-^-2- ]U « ^4 w Cj
A V_ r ■ aljUn. U-=~i i».r..gZ2 ....

L4 Cn 4-1 Cn-l 4-2

+ U_=_X + . 4 BoT-il
^n-rql 4-r J

r=n-l
/.AV«

rwO
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- 1 r u£ +- (telLOtei) f teili + fe’HsrSZa) (n-2).2 *
f L °n cj.! C^i cj.2

where Q has been replaced

For equd. capacities throu^Jiout

This last equation does not agree with others published, 

viz. one derived by Douwors & Ituntke (Do 37), and the other 

quoted by Lorr in (Lo 49) , These are respectively

’• fe Cs”34- f1-»]

In the first, the difference arises because Bouwers and

Kuntke have supposed the loud con.ensers to h ve lost th© full 

charge Q to the load when the feed condenser charging period 

is reached, where a in fact only <^/2 has gone by tills time. 

However both this formula and tho writer’s give fairly siuxLl r 

unaware - the largest difference is for n « 2 and is ony 7, 7%.

The second term of Lorrain’s expression, i.e. 2. n^, is 

definitely incorrect) the formula© cun be quickly compared 

by putting n s 1 wliicJi should give AV ’ **■  . His value is 

-1.
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BEZAIU OF IOHSOURGE SUPPLIES.

The R.F. osdllator.

Fig 46 shore the circuit, which was supplied by Profs aor 

Brown. For the tank condenser a variable split sator unit 

was used originally of overall capacity 5-30 pf, however 

it was bulky having been constructed from two units of smaller 

pl-te spacing, and this made stray capacity igh so that 

the maximum frequency available was about 19 ’©/s. L ter it 

was replaced by a low loss fixed condenser made of -hree 120 

eq. on. plates with polystyrene spacers. I s residual rapacity 

is much lower, depending on the tank coil inductance which 

is sometimes varied, he frequency is now 24 - 30 lc/s. An 

analysis of the oscillator was made by the writer following 

Termon (To 3 )| this showed th t approximately 65/ of the raxiMim 

d.c. power input of 450 watta should have been av liable as

r.f. power output. So far, in spite of much effort this

efficiency has not been achieved - the calculated pl; to dissipation

1.. be but Ml lf*r  .3 - - >J. tl ■-•■■■ ■- MM

are rod hot, hawing th t th© pl to disslp tion is actually close 

to the r ted m xlmum i.e. 100 watts/tube. ..llowing fox- grid 

losses, grid driving power and tank circuit efficiency, the power 

dissipated in the ion source cannot exceed 200 wa ts, representing 

a net efficiency of 45/. It is understood th t this efficiency, 

although less than the theoretical 65/, is nevertheless quite good.

The oscillator itself with the original tuning condenser is 

visible in Pl t© 10
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OMiUstor H.T*  supply. ho circuit of this .nit wixich 

is conventional, is given in Pig. 47. Design of tne supply 

was by die writer.

It was desirable to use a 2 Amp. variuc for the control

of thia supply, so that the output is limited to about

45b watts. An output of 1 >00 V at 250 mA was therefore settled 

upon since 250 nA chokes are a standard manu fact uro. Type 866

mercury vapour tubos wore the logical choice for tills application, 

«.ith such tubes a high value of tho ratio XESjkliiSEpeak current
is desirable and this is achieved by the choice of U» induct ace 

at the filter in ut, ’..illch cust here excce. 9.7 henry . At tho 

saw tine tills gives a good regultion of the d.c. output.

The rest of tho filter is such that the 100 cycle ripple

re,-lining in the ouput amounts to at ut 1/.

Probe supply. Fig. 48. For a drain of 10 mA the ripple at the 

output equals 20 volts peak to peak, but its effect on beam energy 

is cloarly negligible. Regul tion is poor u.g. the ICtaA output 

vol- go is about 2/3 th t at no load and the voltages shown in

Fig. 48 are therefore only an Indicatlpn; ho wever tills is unim

port nt because he drain although cepensent on probe voltage

setting and r.f. source input is otherwise constant. ithout

the series resistor at the output terminal there is sometimes 

a tendency to sparking inside the source.

In -ho early performance testing tide supply had to be

insulated for Vf l.e. by 30 kV; a 111 Isol tion transformer, 

designed by -he writer for this purpose, was used until the
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change to "jurallol*  focussing as made. It delivered

30 volts t 55 watts.

i'ucaosiix: suupIv. Sig» 49. Available H.T. consensere 

necessitate. the use of 2 vol Cage doubling stages. Those
&.I*©
/ - NMM| |M| VMN Mi ■ a- i- p

vol Lage being only 12 kV compared with the operating value 

of 16 kV max.| however the tost woltago of 24 kV and their 

fairly short duty cyclo warrants tho werlod.

The metal rectifiers are a great convenience; they require 

no filament supplies and occupy no tore spuo© than the con

densers alone»

Under operating conditions, the ripple is much lean 

tlian 1/ while voltage drop, not measured accurately, is 

certainly less than 1 kV»-

Again, the output scries resistor prevents sporadic 

brcoJcso n occurring at the accelerator top cover.

Power supply platform. Apart from the oscillator, the control - 

variaco end switches, all the supplies ore mounted on the 

insulated platform of Pintos 4 and 25.

The 230 volt, 50 cycle, 1 kffi alternator, mounted on the 

platform ie driven by a 3 H»P. motor to which it is coupled by 

a bakelite shaft with fabric universal joints at each end. 

Originally a V-belt drive was intended but this had to be 

ab ndoned for reasons already discussed (8.1)»

Connections between this platform and the accelerator 

caver are made by leads inside a long brass pipe which foms



the main H.T. conductor) the focussing voltage connection is
+AicA

further enclosed in1 wall, rubber tubing.



X
Retrograde electron currente give rise to X-radi tion whose 

k—11 ty will depend un the accelerating voltage sad the points
* ✓

of origin ana jjqpuot of he curren s, Riis rudia.ion can be

hazardous as well as accessi eating tho suiciding of geiger counters

being used in experiments. L.g. Gray et.al. (Gr 40) state that

before shielding was introduced the X-ray level in their control

cabin, 12 feet from the accelerator, -«is 1700 x tolerance.

In our case tills problem has been partly eliminated at its 

source by minimising secondary current (6.3 and 6.4), while the 

control roost roof of 4" thick concrete provides aaequate protection 

from ire remaining radiation ior thoso who receive muxioum 

exposure.

Use of film baut.es. A continual check io maintained at five 

fixed points by means of tho film b dge service maintained by 

the Lominion X-Ray & Radium Laboratory. Locations are,

A Inside acook rator cover

B South wall, same level as A

C West wall, same level as A

D Control room, immediately below acceJe rator

E On control panel

A sixth budge, F, is worn by the particular operator who receives 

maximum exposure. Through the walls from B and C ore a corridor 

Use_of_film_baut.es
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and lecture room respectively) on ths other idea of thus walls 

the levels measured directly with s dose rate muter were founu to 

bo about 60/ of those on tho inside. In the following table 

are shown tiie exposures of 6 sets of badges, each of which was in 

position for about a week with dual exposure times var ing bet cen 

3 and 10 hours, while Men currents varied from lOOpA to 1 nA,

Exposure of sets 1-6 as / of tolerance (0.3r/48 hrs.wook)

Position 1 2 3 4 5 6

>100 160 4 »00 />>00 310 > 500

B 17 18 58 121 25 60

C 10 12 58 114 18 52

D < 1 < 1 1 1 1 1

L < 1 < 1 < 1 1 1 1

F 1 < 1 1 1 1 1

. A \ -o vari bilitj gf >•- ■ did '.A... Ml

cannot bo urawn from th^se figures, IIo ever the Inall suppressor 

wes fitted between exposures 4 and 5 which were made .■nucr otherwise 

siiail r conditions) the improve™ nt elfooted by the suppressor 

is quite definite and if eventually complete electron aupprcaoion 

is ac hieved, the X-radiation will be loss still,

.hilo the film3 are very useful for determining integrated 

doses, sow time must always elapse before exposures are known. 

Some fora of portable dose rate meter was therefore considered
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desirable so hat iranediate info mt ion coulo always bo obtained,

• 4J< to check y -radiation from inelastic •*  taring and 

radiative capture of neutrons in shielding crterial. due.
J

an instrument woulu also be of general use in tho department.

Portable dose-rate, aster. In tho meter adopted, (Plate 2d) an 

ionisation chamber ate voltage amplifier are used. The chamber, 

of aluminium walls, has a volume close to 1 lit e which would give 

when saturated 0.59 x 10"^2 Aqps at tolerance race, if the vails 

wero air equivalent. A lining of celluloid, coated with 

aqutdag .us been provided which should ei ke the chamber practically 

so (Vi 49)| in any case the calibration should be nearly inde

pendent of X-ray energy down to about 150 keV ( h 50).

Tvo ranges are available giving full scalo deflections 

of 2X ond 20X tolerance rate, with amplifier grid resistors of 

1012 iqII Qhas respectively, thus maximum ionisation 

current is 1.1 x 10“Fl a. Study of some ionisation cli bcr 

descriptions (Mb 51a, 'dh 50) suggested th t 90 V should be 

sufficient to saturate the chamber at the maxi urn exposure rate - 

this hi s been proved oxpcrim nLally.

The collector insul tor asucebly, Fig. 50, was tested by 

means of a gold k>af electroscope, which snowed the insul tor to 

... tc .... . c ivsi - cc - Lcu..i J x . JL. . n cr L art 

conditions*  a plied vol-ago would be several thousand, whereas in 

the ionisation chamber, p.d. over th© resistance is less than a 

volt, if anything, leakage resistance will b© less under 

operating conditions. Th© rung© switch, specially built in



Fig. 51 Radiation Monitor



polystyrene, was teeted similarly) in all positions leakage

.co is 1 Ji r©.

Fig. 51 givvs the circuit which, apart from the tubes and 

component valu s, is identical with that of Moody (Ko 51a) who 

h s fully diaeu sed ite principles. Briefly, those are ei 

follows. In conventional electrometer circuits, grid excursion 

Is lira.ted to about 0,25 V to wiintaln input impedance ‘©nd 

linearity of responso. Ho ever, grid voltage vari tions c i not 

be completely eliminated and may amount to 0.05 V, giving n 

error of 20/ of f,s,d. At ths sems time, long time constants are 

inh. rent and 1: seconds or more m y h vc to elapse before re dxn(?e 

on be taken,

through the use of negative feedback however, larger grid 

excursions are possible e.g. 1-2 V, the grid resistor being; 

increased accordingly, whilst grid eathe-e excursion is kept 

within permitted limits, . ,g. in our c se, f.s.u. on the more 

sensitivo range woulu require 0.21 x 1lA2_Q, for 0,25 V on the 

grid) if tho resistance is increased to lcA^n. giving an input 

vol©ago of 1. V, n-.tur 1 amplifier gin of 3.. io jwcess ry, 

Zero stability is thereby increased to about 4,2/ of f.s.d., 

the time constant remaining unchanged because, by definition, 

grid voltage is as before. Any f rther increase in g in reduces 

the time const nt in approximately th® same ratio) hue g in 

of 30, would give a time const nt about 8 times less,

Ike natural gala is easily seen to be

electrometer uube amplification and G that of the second 



tu.piifler - the latter looks like a cathode folio or, b t 

is not strictly becau c it is used in tho "bootstrap" connection.

The present circuit is built round two LL92 hearing aid tubes 

which Hay (Ha 51) has uhown h vs grid current as low as 10“^' A 

under suitable circumstances) this is low enough to ensure that 

grid current variations in Vi cannot contribute zero drifts of 

mor© than 1/ of f.a.d. on the more sensitive range. Tho 

smallno&s of the grid current is indeed remarkable when it is 

remc bored h t the DL92 is an ordinary receiving tube with all 

its pins at one end) to achieve the low current it is only 

necessary to observe a few precautions also eonanoa to 

specially designed valves, ana to treat the glass envelope in 

the manner described below.

Sources of negative grid current are well kno.n nd ore 

set out by Hay. Those hi ch arc aignific nt here are uuaxrkw, 

together with their remedies.

(I) Photoelectric current from light on grid is reduced

sufficiently by operating filament at lw temperature (half of 

the centre tapped filament is used, at X, power) nu enclosing 

the tube in a light-tight box. Use of low el octrode voltages 

keeps soft X-ray intensity down.

(II) Positive ion current. Again because of cbe low

cathode temper-ture hardly any arises here. By oper ting at 

anode voltage below the ioniaation potential of residual gas, 

this source also is kept low. screen voltages over 10 V can bo 

used without causing a significant increase
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(iii) OaudLc leakage across internal surfaces dt ends on

aanufecture but is negligible in the DL92. However, the 

external surface where the pins protruue chrougn the miniature 

glass base must be made moisture repellant. A sui -able valve 

holder is the Clix "Fluon" base which is of moulded poly

tetrafluoroethylene •

Ilay describes the use of Teddol (a silicone compound) to 

achieve this film; after treatment, leakage between adjacent 

pins is less than 1O“T.5 a. His cleaning recipe, using organic 

solvents, did not give satisfactory results in our case - 

treated tubes were teuteu by trial in the monitor circuit, leakage 

current (or grid currant) auewing by a drop in zero on switchin.;, to 

the measuring ranges. After seme trial, the following standard 

glass cleaning procedure was f'ounu satisfactory. Hol ing the 

tube by wire tied to its pins, it is

(1) washed in not water and Teepol

(ii) rin.ed in top water

(iii) washed in 50/50 nitric acid

(iv) rinsed in tap, followed by distilled water

(v) lift in clean cupboard to "dry*

(vi) hung in air tight jar with uncorked Teddol for 30

minutes.

For the last stage the glass mist be dry in the normal sense 

of the word; the Teddol vapour reacts with the residual moisture 

film to form the repellant layer.

Circuit const nts were deierained empiric lly for the most 



part owing to tho difficulty of predicting characteristics 

in tho working region. Operational values will depend sane- 

what on the tube selected, but are approximately as tabulated.

Il Y2
Plate-cathode vol ego 6.3 V 21 V

Screen “ " 3-13 V 15 V

Bias 1.2 V -
Plato current 5,5pk

Screen current 1«5^A p

Measured natural circuit gain has been as nigh as 60 and 

as low as 30, probably as a result of tube changes; a value 

nu?.rcr 100 would be expected. Ho ever, as already shown, 30 is 

quite enough•

The instrument was calibrated (i.e*  its meter sensitivity 

adjusted for f.s.d. at 2 x tolerance) using a radium tourcc in 

accoru-ncc witn stunuard procedure (La 4a). Tho two ranges 

where they ovurlap, wore found to agree within 2J’. Reflections 

were found to follow the inverse square law on the 20 x tolcr nce 

range showing that the chamber saturates.

It is expected that this monitor or a similar one will be 

used later with a high pressure chamber for monitoring fast

neutron flux
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